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ABSTRACT

The main purpose of this study was to produce an inquiry-oriented
curriculum in map making and map interpretation for the intermediate
grades.

The curriculum was fully developed on the basis of field test

ing during a pilot study.
To accomplish this goal, eight classrooms were selected to par
ticipate in an inquiry-oriented course in mapping.

This pilot study

involved nearly 200 students in two one-hour sessions per week for
eight weeks.

The experimenter conducted all of the teaching activities

and kept a detailed journal of observations, updated immediately after
each session.

Evaluation and modification of activities took place

throughout the study.

This was possible because there was an oppor

tunity to conduct each activity in an original or modified form eight
times.
Two major outcomes of this study were documented.

The first

was the detailed account of the entire pilot study experience.

Included

in this were accounts of when significant inquiry and problem solving
did or did not occur.

Also included was an analysis of the possible

causes of success or failure of each activity.

More important is the

curriculum, "An Inquiry-Oriented Curriculum in Map Making and Map
Interpretation for the Intermediate Grades," which was the second
major outcome of the study.
sections:

This curriculum is divided into four

A Philosophical Rationale for the Inquiry Approach
A Practical Guide to the Use of Inquiry
An Annotated List of Suggested Mapping Activities
An Annotated List of Mapping Resources:
Books, and Materials

Agencies,

Inquiry through mapping is a useful method for teachers x/no may
choose to stress either inquiry technique or mapping skills in their
teaching experience.

ix

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In the opinion of many teachers and critics of education, current
classroom practice does not give sufficient attention to thinking skills.
Especially lacking are experiences in divergent thinking and opportu
nities for students to engage in responsible self-direction in their
learning.

Instead there is considerable emphasis on closure, rote

activities, and production-oriented work.

They further observe that

outside the classroom is a world that constantly confronts us with
experiences in which we must consider multiple possibilities, reason
things out, and make responsible choices.

To avoid stressing thinking

skills in schools reflects a misunderstanding of these needs outside
the classroom.
These opinions and observations are not at all a plea for the
elimination of basic skills training but for a concerned redirection
toward the strengthening of thinking ability as one of these skills.
Whether teachers choose or are forced into the position of avoiding
the teaching of thinking skills is a moot point.
that these skills are difficult to teach.
plan for, carry out, and assess.

The simple truth is

And they are difficult to

Kuslan and Stone (1968, p. 168) have

concluded:
Inquiry is_ more difficult to plan, to sustain, and to evaluate
than conventional, textbook-centered teaching, and educators
are not convinced that Inquiry is feasible in most elementary
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schools, but its psychological and conceptual strengths are
such that elementary education would be remiss indeed in not
venturing boldly into a teacher-education program in science
that is centered on Inquiry.
The present study, therefore, is an attempt to meet the need for
inquiry development in the schools in one small way.

A number of ques

tions and activities in problem solving were tested in classrooms and a
curricular guide for using inquiry technique in a mapping study was
written.

Statement of the Problem
While the focus of this study is the development of an inquiryoriented curriculum, the scope is narrowed to map making and map inter
pretation.

Mapping, as a content area and especially as a tool in the

social studies, is already a standard part of the elementary curriculum.
For that reason and because of its interdisciplinary nature (e.g., read
ing, study skills, mathematics, science, and the social studies) mapping
was chosen as the content in Xtfhich to examine the inquiry process in
this study.

Specifically then, the problem was to generate a mapping

curriculum appropriate for the stimulation of inquiry activities for
students of intermediate age (fourth through sixth grade).

Methods
The procedure used to accomplish the planning and implementation
of the curriculum was divided into four stages.

First, resources were

gathered to prepare materials and activities for use in the pilot study.
Second, the activities designed to develop inquiry skills were tested in
eight intermediate classrooms over an eight-week pilot period.
an on-going evaluation of the activities and results took place.

Third,
And
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fourth, the curriculum was modified and more fully described on the basis
of the insights gained from the pilot study.

Delimitations
This study is delimited in the following way:
1.

The pilot study involved students from the three parochial

schools of Grand Forks, North Dakota (St. Michael's School, St. Mary's
School, and Holy Family School) and the Sacred Heart School in East Grand
Forks, Minnesota.

These four schools met the criteria of being close to

each other and to my location at the University of North Dakota in Grand
Forks.

Proximity was important because the schedule called for meeting

all eight classes in each two-day cycle.

The four schools chosen also

met the criteria of having principals and teachers xjilling to partici
pate in the study.
2.

Only fifth and sixth graders from these four schools (about

200 total) took part in the study in order to reach as nearly as possible
a group of subjects of similar age.
3.

The pilot program took place in the last eight weeks of the

1972-1973 school year.

Limitations
This study carries with it the following limitations:
1.

Only parochial schools (Homan Catholic schools, where enroll

ment costs are borne in part by the parents) were, used in the pilot study.
The fact that no public schools were included was a matter of convenience
and availability, not of design.
2.
by me.

The teaching as well as most of the evaluation x^ere carried out

The two functions were in conflict over my attention at times.
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3.

The remaining limitations were limitations of time.
a. There was not enough time to get to know adequately the
individual children’s backgrounds (interests, skills,
and needs).
b. The teaching load and schedule required rigid use of
time which was not appropriate to flexible response to
the children and their interests.
c. With a total working time of 16 hours many possible
activities had to be omitted.
d. All long-range projects and activities had to be omitted
because of time restraints.
e. The mapping activities were not natural extensions of
other class studies due to my limited contact, one hour
every other day.

Organization of the Study
Chapter II contains a review of the literature pertinent to the
practice of inquiry and the teaching of mapping.
Chapter III contains a brief description of the four stages of
the research.
Chapter IV contains a detailed description of the classroom pro
cedure during the pilot study.
Chapter V contains a summary of the findings and states conclu
sions and recommendations drawn from them.
The revised curriculum is found in Appendix C in a form suitable
for teachers to use.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The review of the most relevant literature is focused on three
major areas.

These areas are:

1.

Inquiry definition and rationale

2.

Description and7 evaluation of the inquiry process

3.

Happing curricula

^

Inquiry Definition and Rationale
The "Discovery Process," the "Scientific Method," "Inquiry" (or
"Enquiry"), "Heuristic Teaching," the "Socratic Dialogue" and other such
.learning approaches were discovered long before the beginning of this
century.

John Dewey (1916, p. 186) writes an excellent contemporary

definition of inquiry.

He is clear and to the point when he states that

it is only wanting and trying to find out something.

" 'Knowledge,' in
*

the sense of information, means the working capital, the indispensable
resources, of further inquiry; of finding out, or learning, more things."
Although it is sometimes unwise to attempt to refine or elaborate
upon a simple, concise definition, we find that most writers on the sub
ject of inquiry do tend to write their own definitions.
is Kaltsounis'

Typical of these

(1971, p. 50) statement:

Inquiry refers to the kind of teaching and learning that is
based on involvement and investigation on the part of the
child.
Inquiry is a process that uses a number of skills—

5
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observing, classifying, analyzing, inferring, hypothesizing,
teaching conclusions (generalizing), and supporting hypoth
eses and conclusions.
Vincent Rogers (1969, p. 94) describes inquiry technique in the
light of classroom practice.
It takes some courage on the part of a teacher to insist that
in-depth involvement is in the long run of greater value than
an artificial, forced, mass attention to conventional questions.
Nevertheless, both educational experience and research seem to
indicate that these approaches do xrork; that children do learn;
and, more importantly, that they learn how to learn now and for
the future.
VIhile it is instructive to read statements favorable to inquiry
teaching, it is equally instructive to be aware of the criticisms of the
non-inquiry mode.

Snow (1970, p. 2) takes this approach in the following;

The Inadequacy of Didactic Teaching
Teaching style is probably the most static aspect of school
ing. Teachers teach today in much the same way as they have for
generations. The basic style is didactic, xtfith the teacher dis
pensing information to passive pupils. At regular intervals,
the teacher examines the children on hoxtf much of this informa
tion they have absorbed and retained. It is the teacher who
asks the questions, rarely the pupil. The structure of the
answers is predetermined by the context in which the questions
are formulated; only infrequently does the child's schooling
permit him to discover problems. The answers are kncxm; if they
are not known by the teacher, then certainly they can be found
in a book. Occasionally these stretches of information dispens
ing and receiving are broken by moments of creative activity.
But, more frequently, the didactic method continues uninterrupted,
accepted on the assumption that "these things" is important.
Snow also concludes:

"If the ability to adapt to complex life

situations is as critical as it appears to be, it is important that a
substantial portion of educational effort should be devoted to develop
ing individuals who are adaptive, flexible, and inventive."
Further defending the rationale for inquiry, Bruner (1961) feels
that through the act of discovery educators can maximize the students'
intellectual potency.

He also feels that inquiry teaching can increase
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motivation for learning and familiarize students with the heuristic
process as a means of obtaining nex<r knowledge and understanding.
Massialas and Cox (1966, p. 62) put forth a major effort to
describe the ways in which classrooms differ.

Classrooms range in

methodology from traditional, where the major task is "transmitting
finished knowledge from source to recipient," to reflective, where the
teacher becomes a coordinator of inquiry, directing it to testable proppositions while students "become participants in the process of reorga
nizing this knowledge around" new centers of attention and interest."
A new list of skills then are practiced as a result of the shift
in emphasis from traditional methodology.

The process leads from a text

book or some other origin to hypothesis-making, to exploration of impli
cations, to evaluating evidence, and to generalizing.

A new set of

skills might look like the following (Massialas and Cox, 1966, pp. 73-74)
1.

2.

3.

4.

The skills of understanding
a. Summarizing
b. Having sensitivity to new, ambiguous, or specialized words
c. Detecting bias
d. Assessing competence
e. Judging the validity of data and their sources
f. Identifying strong and weak arguments
g. Developing analogies
h. Distinguishing fact and opinion
The skills of hypothesizing or stating problems
a. Perceiving possible solutions and stating them as tentative
generalizations
b. Detecting material or intellectual problems in social
studies materials
c. Developing and identifying different types of generaliza
tions
The skills of exploration
a. Identification of assumptions
b. Developing valid inferences and tracing logical implications
c. Recognizing dogmatism or emotion in statements
d. Seeking and utilizing evidence
The skills of concluding
a. Accepting, modifying, or rejecting a hypothesis
b. Developing solutions and consensus on solutions
c. Testing a generalization.
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To progress from hypothesis-making to supportable generalization,
Massialas and Cox assert that three characteristics are indispensible
in the teaching process.

They are an open psychological climate of

discussion, the use of hypotheses in directing discussion, and the
reliance on fact as evidence.
In addition to the above description and rationale statement one
further thought is essential to the total perspective of inquiry.

Inquiry

does not happen by some sort of magic (Massialas and Cox, 1966, p. 73).
Teachers often assume that academically talented students
will think reflectively whether or not they are taught explic
itly to do so. Ifowever, most of the researches conducted
regarding reflective thinking and problem solving indicate
that students who are taught specifically to use criticalthinking skills become more proficient than those who undergo
no explicit instruction.

Description and Evaluation of the Inquiry Process
This section contains a careful description of the inquiry teaching
process as reported in the literature, followed by a review of the avail
able references on evaluation of that process.

Description of the Inquiry
Teaching Process
Three distinct considerations concerning inquiry in the classroom
are treated in the literature.

They are, the role of the teacher in imple

menting the technique, the classroom atmosphere, and the materials used in
the teaching process.

Each of these aspects is reviewed here.

The role of the teacher.

The classroom teacher is the most criti

cal factor as it is the teacher who sets the classroom atmosphere and
selects a method of dealing with texts and other classroom materials.
Palmer (1969, pp. 119-120) illustrates this thinking in stating that:
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There's no question that textbooks can and are being constructed
to further inquiry in the social studies. While materials
already available from commercial firms may not be completely
consistent with some preconceived ideal, many encourage inquiry
if used according to directions. It is important to stress, how
ever, that the individual teacher is far more crucial to the
inquiry process than text materials. He may destroy inquiry
regardless of the materials used or he may foster inquiry regard
less of the materials. One can wish that it x^ere unnecessary to
prepare materials that lead teacher and student through the
inquiry process. Certainly for some teachers it is unnecessary,
but present teaching loads, teacher training, and the educational
status quo are some of the powerful factors pitted against the
extensive use of inquiry. For this xvriter the goal is the crea
tion of a school situation in which the teacher and student freely
create inquiry situations based on their responses to the social
world around them.
Vincent Rogers (1970, p. 31), another proponent of inquiry, more
directly states that:

"It seems clear, for example, that success or fail

ure will depend upon intelligence, wit, creativity and sensitivity of
teachers— rather than on the creation of 'teacher-proof packages of
materials."

The teacher must in fact "be a rich, growing, full human

being so that he can make the most of the interests and activities that
engross the child" (p. 29).
Byron Massialis and Nancy Sprague (1974, p. 35) tend to emphasize
the teacher less as talented artist and more as a prober when students do
not carry a discussion past the opinion stage.

Thus these authors have

focused on the stage of teaching-learning at which the teacher must "be
prepared to intervene . . . asking for clarification of ideas or the
grounds that support them."

This alone, they feel, determines inquiry

as separate from the loxjer stages of expository teaching and opinion
stating.

Helpful sample discussions are included in the text by

Massialas and Sprague to illustrate the differences between these
three kinds of teaching.
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Skeel and Decaroli (1969) add the roles of motivator and diagnos
tician to the above description of teacher as prober.

These additional

roles involve the aspects of planning realistic goals, preparing behav
ioral objectives, acquiring materials, planning questioning strategies,
preparing activities, and evaluation.
Both Massialas (1969) and Sugrue and Sweeney (1969) list six cate
gories of roles of the teacher who stresses inquiry in his classroom.
They are practical and interdisciplinary.
authors may be noted.)

(Some overlap with other

The teacher is a planner, an introducer, a ques

tioner and sustainer of inquiry, a manager, a rewarder, and a value
investigator (Massialas, 1969).

Sugrue and Sx^eeney (1969, p. 44) folloxv'

up on Massialas by describing his six categories in first person action
statements such as "I focus on lessons involving exploration of signifi
cant ideas . .
Alfred DeVito (1970, p. 24) also looks at the probing aspect of
sustaining inquiry; however, his concern takes a somextfhat different turn.
He feels that too often children have no time to formulate hypotheses.
They are not analyzing and synthesizing (the steps between the event trig
gering inquiry and the conclusion).
and think."

Children need time to "stop, look,

Without time to reflect (analyze and synthesize) the student

has to ansxtfer the teacher's "why?" too soon and often feels put doxcn.
Reading betxjeen the lines one can fairly easy detect a preoccupation with
closure.

The teacher's role should be to keep alive the idea that inquiry

is by definition open-ended.

The contesting of hypotheses and theories

and adding new hypotheses should also be an option.

Any conclusion then

is a tentative conclusion.
The classroom atmosphere.

Classroom atmosphere, and concomi

tantly the nature of the questioning, is the second category of this
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section.

Again, the teacher sets the stage in both aspects but let us

examine the statements of various researchers.
VanScotter and Haas (1972, p. 2) in defining inquiry touch on
both the aspect of atmosphere and questioning.

They say that inquiry is

"an idiosyncratic and intuitive pursuit of problems x^ithin an atmosphere
of continuous re-examination of accepted procedures and values."
Dorothy Huenecke (1973, p. 647) argues that a child is behaving
naturally x^hen engaging in the process of inquiry.
inquiry that the preschooler learns.

"What happens to a child in school

that this natural instinct becomes subdued?
questions?" she asks.

It is mostly by

Why do students stop asking

Her answer is that two stiflers of inquiry are:

"1. The amount of time the classroom

teacher talks, and 2. the emphasis

many teachers place on correct answers and quick solutions."

Moreover,

she states that 90% of the questions in classrooms she has observed are
low level (memory and translation in Bloom's [1956] taxonomy).
While Heunecke lauds the naturalness of inquiry and hints at the
reasons for the difficulty of its implementation, Vincent Rogers (1970,
p. 28) is pessimistic in stating that the failure in the attempt to
introduce inquiry teaching into the traditional school setting "is
analogous, perhaps, to the rejection of a transplanted organ in the
human body.

The new heart may be perfectly sound, but its new environ

ment is hostile, so it is in fact rejected."

Smith and Mackey (1969,

p. 462) support B.ogers by listing four obstacles to producing inquiry
in classrooms.

One obstacle is "the bureaucratic nature of the school

that inhibits innovation."

The chain they describe leads from the

socialization of teachers to conformity, to the inhibiting of serious
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questioning, to anti-intellectualism.

"An anti-intellectual institution

is hostile toward, or at least non-supportive of, inquiry" (p. 464).
Despite the pessimism there are writers and practitioners who
have struggled with the problems of inquiry.

Skeel and Decaroli (1969,

p. 547) express great concern for the classroom climate and the teacher's
concept of what this should be.

They describe the social-emotional cli

mate where freedom of expression and movement, mutual respect, and selfdirected searching are fostered.

In contrast they suggest that:

Certainly the teacher who considers his role as discip
linarian with the task of quieting any disturber of the
peace— any individual unwilling to fit into the neat pattern
of a pupil who speaks when spoken to and remains in his seat—
will experience difficulty with the inquiry method. In other
xrords, the establishment of a climate within the classroom
conducive to good human relations is a most vital factor in
enhancing inquiry.
Kondo and Demkovitch (1970, p. 14) also deal with the shortcomings of
the traditional setting.
Too often, science is viewed by teachers (and consequently
children) as a set of answers, absolute and immutable, that
explain the universe. Often these explanations come in the
form of one word or a phrase (e.g., "gravity," "surface ten
sion"), taught by the teacher, and "learned" by the children.
The facts (answers) are taught before any questions arise;
i.e., the answers precede and predetermine questions asked
or phenomena observed ("Today we're going to learn about sur
face tension").
Such a perspective leads Joan Demkovitch to say that "science is a great
big question mark.

It is asking what happens, how, and x^here, and how

much, and then searching and trying to find acceptable and justifiable
answers based on evidence."

The focus is obviously on questioning,

children's questioning, before answers are given.

Also of obvious

importance are time (to experiment, observe, and test) and freedom
(to question, explore, and reserve judgment).
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Barbara Olmo (1970, p. 508) reports student success in her
research experiment.

She had her college students study Bloom's (1956)

taxonomy of questions in preparing to deal with high school students.
The results were that:
The prospective teachers realized that with a brief excerpt
from the newspaper, a short description written by the
teacher, a film, or a film-strip students can be encouraged
to ask their own questions . . . they begin to evaluate their
own questions in terms of how effectively they deal with the
situation.
Both Sprague (1971) and Hunkins (1969) continue the discussion on
kinds of questions (high vs. low levels of the thinking process) and
resultant classroom activity.

Both praise the favorable results of deal

ing with the higher level questions (analysis and evaluation skills) but
they also seem preoccupied principally with the questions teachers are
asking.

Students are supposed to respond (perhaps with probing) to these

questions.

VanScotter and Haas (1972, p. 7) caution us about this danger.

"Authentic inquiry" (a term that should be redundant), they say, "neces
sarily is self-motivated and self-directed."

It is contrasted with a re

discovery or a re-inquiry which is not open-beginning, less internally
motivating, less holistic, and more cognitive in orientation.

Unfortu

nately the wide gap between these two processes is all too easy to overlook.
In summary, an environment favoring inquiry is one which allows for
freedom of expression and movement, mutual respect and time to explore.
The materials.

The textbook and other resource materials are the

third important factor in developing an inquiry-oriented program.
John Palmer (1969, p. 113) hits directly at the very heart of the
problems of instituting inquiry in the classroom as he considers questions
relating to the use of textbooks.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Should the inquiry process be originated by the textbooks
or the students?
Should inquiry be used to teach a discipline, to deal with
controversial historical or contemporary issues, or both?
How can textbooks provide students with the knowledge
required to carry out the inquiry process?
Should the emphasis be on learning to inquire or acquiring,
through inquiry, significant knowledge?

Clair Keller (1970, p. 47) follows up on Palmer's questions by condemning
"packaged inquiry . . . the newest method promising instant success in
teaching."

The criticisms she levels at packaged inquiry seem to follow

directly from the preceding discussion of classroom atmosphere and ques
tioning.
"Inquiry," as it is now being commercially packaged, actually
prevents the student from practicing at least two essential
and creative skills he must learn in order to be inquisitive
and skeptical, a true inquirer. First, by providing questions
similar to those at the "end of the chapter," the materials
stifle the opportunity to ask questions; second, the materials
limit the scope of investigation by selecting the data from
which a student is to draw conclusions.
Massialas (1969, p. 41), avoiding the issue of quality of prepared inquiry
materials, concludes that:

"In the absence of readily available published

inquiry programs, the teacher either uses imagination to create new ways
of utilizing available data or constructs some of his oxm materials."
I should like to comment on an inquiry lesson Jack Zevin published
in Today's Education (1969).

The lesson is subject to all of the above

criticisms, yet is an exciting example of packaged inquiry material.

Any

student who becomes involved in his teacher prepared problem (and my
guess is that many would) is set for some meaningful re-inquiry.

Four

maps are presented in the article on Mystery Island (water resources,
landforms, vegetation, and rainfall) and are used as a resource for the
students' examination of problems, such as determining the probable
location of the largest city, where the most and fewest people live,
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and possible occupations of the islanders.
absolute answers and interesting to ponder.

The problems are without
Moreover, this particular

inquiry lesson is not imbedded in a year-long course of pre-determined
inquiry-oriented material where it might lose some of its charm.

Evaluation of the Inquiry
Teaching Process
The literature, textbooks, and curriculum guides are replete with
enthusiastic endorsements of inquiry teaching, e.g. "inquiry teaching is
a very valid means for teaching the objectives of critical thinking and
problem solving" (Young, 1969, p. 39).

Yet Young suggests that inquiry

teaching is not "a complete teaching method in itself" and that "some
teachers are neither emotionally nor psychologically suited for using
the inquiry process."
A more substantial questioning of the effectiveness of inquiry
teaching comes from a review of ten years of inquiry literature by
Templeton and Hawkins (1972, p. 68) who note that through the late
fifties and early sixties the literature bloomed with studies that
were only "feelings and beliefs that the 'new' methodology should be
the T^ave of the future, but there was limited proof of its effective
ness."

They criticize the limited usefulness of one-time-only studies,

referring to the inherent limitations in non-longitudinal studies.
Templeton and Hawkins (p. 72) conclude that:
It seems clear to the authors of this reviextf that the teacher
who is looking for a solid research base for implementing a
reflective or non-reflective teaching strategy will not find
it. Instead he will find studies which give an indication of
the superiority of inquiry, assuming an individual commitment
to the objective of fostering critical-thinking skills. He
will also find some studies that show little gain from instruc
tional strategies different from those that can be described
as traditional.
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Merwin (1970) also draws conclusions based on a review of a
decade of inquiry literature.

While more positive than negative there

are some interesting observations and cautions made.

For instance, he

warns against jumping into global adoption of the methodology based on
his reading of the research although there is reason to cautiously con
clude that inquiry teaching is at least as effective as more traditional
teaching methods.

Merwin feels that Xvdder range research strategies,

which include more descriptive, less experimental models, are needed
in order that future decisions rest on a more adequate research base.
Another interesting and logical conclusion of Merwin's (p. 14) study
of the literature is that:
Most of the studies related to teacher style and learning out
comes found that students have more success on convergent think
ing if teachers tend to devote more time to lecturing and reci
tation. Students have more success on divergent questions,
critical thinking tests and attitude scales if their teachers
feel that the greatest impact on learning comes from student
interaction with peers and teachers.
In a much more critical vein, LaForse (1970, p. 325) suggests
that "certain features of the evolving discovery position ought to be
carefully reconsidered," be it called the inquiry, inductive, or dis
covery method.

He notes that

"examples of the discovery process indi

cate that what inquiry seems to come down to is that students must
become sleuths, searching out contextual clues in order to find out
what the teacher has on his mind," a "proper pre-ordained conclusion"
(p. 326). It would certainly not be hard to find numerous examples of
this type of teaching, yet more damning is LaForse's (p. 327) farreaching statement that "it would not be an exaggeration to assert that
the whole concept of working from packaged items defeats the essential
meaning of inquiry."

Many of the "activities are designed to lull
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pupils to inquiries in which they have little intrinsic interest."
"Lacking are examples of inquiries important enough to consume pupil
interest for— let us say— an entire semester."
In describing inquiry as a process, it xjas necessary to con
sider the teacher's role, the classroom atmosphere, and the materials
used in the teaching process.

The literature evaluating inquiry indi

cates many favorable endorsements, but fewer examples of solid research
clearly favoring inquiry as a process.

Various reasons for these limi

tations were stated.
I

Mapping Curricula
The treatment of mapping curricula is divided into three sections.
First is a brief section on general mapping— its validity and skills
areas.

Second is a treatment of children's preparedness for mapping

and mental growth as it relates to readiness for the various skills.
Third is the section on classroom technique in the teaching of mapping.

General Mapping
James Flannery (1970, Abstract) provides us with a useful defini
tion to begin a consideration of general mapping.

In a specialized paper

on mapping, he notes broadly that "the main purpose of a map is to gener
ate an intellectual response through visual symbols."
That mapping is a valid and basic subject for study is brought
to light in a paper on the philosophical analysis of the new social
studies by Joseph Ellis (1971).

He refers to Stormzand and Lewis who,

in 1935, listed "the study and making of maps" first among several
major goals of good education for children.
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Three studies from Wisconsin, Idaho, and Georgia give us some
idea of basic skills considered important to mapping.

The language

varies somewhat but the underlying skills are uniform.
The Wisconsin Design study skills are representation, location,
and measurement (Kamm, 1971).

All of these subarea skills have develop

mental sequences in the Wisconsin Design.
The Idaho state guide for social studies lists as intermediate
skills— distance, scale, and symbols (Reddington, 1974).

At the inter-

"N

mediate level, students should be able to use scales on map and globe
work and compare different scales.

Photographs and map symbols should

be related in the child's mind and natural and man-made features should
be recognized on maps.

Legends, special purpose maps, and shaded relief

should be used and understood.
The training module for teachers from Georgia (Hawkins, 1972,
p. 12) lists the following suggested basic map skills:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
E.

Orient the map and note directions
Locate places on maps and globes
Use scale and compute distances
Interpret map symbols and visualize what they represent
Compare maps and draw inferences
Map making

To illustrate that his training module goes beyond the very basic memorylevel skills, Hawkins explains that under Skill D, for example, the fifth
graders begin to "interpret the elevation of the land from the flow of
rivers" (p. 25).

The students are also called upon to visualize and

to infer (skills D and E).
One final note on the subject of general mapping comes from a
study of informal learning which deals with the map-drawing abilities
of 1750 residents and commuters to Staten Island.

"Informal learning
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is largely independent of formal learning. . . .

In general, . . .

if

information is to be meaningfully absorbed it must been seen as having
a direct bearing on the individual" (Howell, 1969, Abstract).

Mapping Preparedness and
Mental Growth
On this subject there is little research and what there is seems
full of conflict.

This point is illustrated in the World Book’s map

research (Bartz, 1970).

World Book wanted their 1000 maps to be appro

priate and useful to their readers aged nine to fourteen.
virtually no research on the subject as of 1964.

They found

They had to begin

testing on their own by asking 1000 children to answer questions using
maps.
Carswell, also writing in 1970 (p. 5), feels that success in
map teaching was overestimated for a variety of reasons.

For instance,

he assesses that:
Teachers are probably teaching about maps rather than with
maps. Children may be learning the characteristics of
various types of map projections . . ., rather than using
maps as a means to solve problems or to help them get a
more accurate impression of the landscape.
Moreover, Carswell in his article

refers to oversimplifying what map

reading is, teaching the wrong things, improper sequencing of skills,
and omitting field instruction.

Furthermore, in an extremely critical

statement, Carsx^ell asserts that little is known about the development
and operation of spatial abilities.

Worse yet, it seems that as chil

dren supposedly progress through the elementary grades their spatial
abilities are suppressed if not extinguished.
Sabaroff (1970), Meyer (1973), and Poishdooney (1971) all feel
that only by ordering tasks and guiding children’s observations will
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progress be made.

Rushdooney (p. 429) states the case most persuasively

of the three with four conclusions:
1.

2.
3.
4.

A chjild can and does learn many but not all of the map
concepts and skills at an earlier age x^hen taught them
developmentally, systematically, functionally, and
effectively.
Mere manipulation of materials does not constitute a
concrete experience for a child.
Map related concepts must be taught prior to, and con
tinued concurrently with map skills.
The commercially prepared map tends to appear near the
highest level of abstract mapping and is therefore not
for the elementary teacher.
Contrasting with the above point of view are Blaut (1971) and

Alexander and Filler (1972).

Blaut (p. 12), in dealing with the Place

Perception Project (an environment and macroenvironment study from
Clark University), observes that:

"The main finding has been that map

ping behavior is so highly developed before school-entering age that
formal map skills and theoretical concepts in geography, social science,
etc., are easily ar.d eagerly grasped."

Similarly, Alexander and Filler

(p. 96) note that "all levels [of students] can work with maps and
globes" and that here is one subject area that lends itself to "open
levels of learning for all children."
Giffard (1972) deals with the alleged special difficulties in
teaching maps to very young children.

Too often, he states, the child's

interest in symbolization is diminished by adults who push too much, too
fast.
on.

Children learn and use symbols as a learning process from birth
Rather than moving from map interpretation to map making, Giffard

(p. 21) goes the opposite direction after revealing that:

"The secret

of teaching very young children how to begin to understand maps lies in
securing their interest in maps and there is no better way by which to
secure the interest of a child than to set it to create something."
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Brown, Bowyer, Edwards, Giffard, and Honeybone (1970, p. 3) pro
vide the most complete listing of children's ages and what they are able
to handle at that particular level of development.

Findings are, for

example, that:
1.
2.

3.

Eight year olds can understand conventional signs and direc
tion questions.
The visualizing of relief from the contour lines, the use of
grid reference systems, and the teaching of the location of
individual buildings can be introduced at the age of about
nine or ten.
More difficult problems, such as understanding of scale,
require the pupil to be 11 plus. 'Students need to be 14
or older to interpret physical features and to discuss
settlement problems.

Classroom technique
Michaelis (1962, p. 175) uses the following statements to intro
duce the important concept that mapping is a tool of the new social
studies, a tool of the problem solver.

"Social studies skills, such as

map reading, are necessary to the efficient solution of problems and are
taught meaningfully within a problem solving solution."

In fact,

Michaelis describes the entire school process:
Maps and globes are used to solve many problems and to
answer many.questions that arise in units of work. In the
primary grades, floor layouts, pictorial maps, and simple
maps of the school, neighborhood, and community are used to
show location of key places and to extend concepts of direc
tion, and of distance and space relationships. In the inter
mediate and upper grades they are used in connection with
questions about area, location, distance, elevation, density
of population, products, travel routes, rainfall, vegetation,
and relationships between surface features and living condi
tions. The importance of map skills should not be underesti
mated. Learning to read and interpret a map or a globe is
like learning a different language; special understandings,
knowledges, and skills are involved. These skills are devel
opmental as are skills in other areas of the curriculum. A
good map, when read correctly, can save a considerable amount
of time as opposed to reading many paragraphs involving the
same content (Michaelis, 1962, p. 163).
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Kravitz and Soraka (1969, p. 540) continue the argument by
describing the fourth grade in terms of mapping.
Hap study is an integral part of the inquiry approach
in the middle grades. Fourth grade children x^ho have
received instruction in the map reading skills are ready
to use maps in various ways. For instance, pupils use maps
to collect information and they make maps to organize knowl
edge. Data on maps should also stimulate them to form con
cepts and generalizations. In addition, maps are tools to
help children engage in decision making. The latter tx-70
aspects of map work, . . . are stressed in the inquiry
process.
DeLeeuw (1969) recommends inquiry'style learning too, but through
the technique of the sample-study (a case study approach to geography).
The student uses first hand data in conducting evidence.
The techniques recommended by one elementary guide— Using Maps
and Globes (1969), Allison (1973), and Godfrey (1973) are the project or
learning center approach.

The guide for elementary teachers (Using Haps

and Globes, 1969, p. 18) suggests a very carefully guided sequential
approach for primary children but recommends that teachers "encourage
pupils to initiate independent projects" involving size, shape, and
motion of our earth, direction and location, scales and distances,
symbols, and interpretation.
Allison (1973) has developed a sequence of activities called
"Gas Station Map Mathematics" which is free of costs, involves the real
world, and develops various important map skills (length, area, count
ing, classifying, comparing, and grid use).
Godfrey (1973) developed a set of map reading learning stations
that also involves an independent approach to developing map reading
skills.

A complete layout of these learning stations is prepared for

teachers who need some assistance in preparing materials.
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More a material than a technique* aerial photographs have received
some recent attention in the literature.

"The interest— I should say

excitement— engendered by a first look at an air photo seems to be spon
taneous and universal" (Loy, 1973, p. 46).

Loy recommends finding local

photos and showing them to elementary students.

Later in the experience

Loy (p. 47) observes that a student "looks for several . . . clues,
weighs them, and then makes the most likely identification."

Alan

Walton (1971) also provides teachers with techniques for involving
\

students in analysis and interpretation of aerial photographs.
David Smith (1972, p. 106) titles his article "'Reading' an
aerial map."

Both the term "reading" and the term "map" are signifi

cant in that a photograph is a "map" and the map, though not in writ
ten language, may be "read."

That Smith makes full use of the tech

nique is evident in his statement that "as students work with aerial
maps, they are becoming sociologists xtfho use reflective, problem
solving techniques."
It is Carswell (1970) who points out that while aerial photo
graphs are usually reserved for junior high school and higher, evidence
from McDermott, Kingston, and Blant shows that children in grades K-3
can use large scale photographs.
As far as contour mapping is concerned, two xvriters have con
sidered it a worthwhile goal to be accomplished in elementary school.
Both Olson (1969) and O'Connor and Shugue (1973) have written articles
that are helpful for those who want to conduct a teacher-presented
project.

Through the project students can build the needed tools and

perform the measurements eventually to construct a contour map or model.
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Through the project students can obtain first-hand knowledge of the
meaning of elevation lines on a topographic map.
A final technique, that of 3-D maps, is described by Jenks
et al. (1971).

Eleven integrated illustrations are presented so that

the student, by combining the evidence from these sources eventually
produces a kind of topographic map while practicing symbolization,
contouring, and illustrating intervals— a three dimensional concept—
in two dimensions.
\

In this chapter are included the comments of numerous research
ers on the subjects of inquiry and mapping.

Inquiry and mapping merge

well because the technique of inquiry-oriented teaching, described and
defined in the first two sections, may well be adapted to many fields.
Mapping with its many subskills and x?ide diversity was the field
reviewed here.
The next chapters explain how these two areas were merged and
what the results were.

CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Preparation for the Pilot Study

The initial procedure of gathering resources is a necessary step
in the development of any kind of a curriculum.

The library and other

community resources were searched for free or inexpensive maps of all
sorts (atlases, street maps, road maps, globes, travel brochures, aerial
photographs) and whatever else might in any way prove useful for inter
pretation activities.

Also, a supply of blank and graphed paper, pro

tractors, rulers, measuring tapes, drafting and magnetic compasses,
rope, counters, etc., were purchased as inexpensively as possible for
use in the various map-making activities.

While the activities for the

eight-week pilot study were planned during this period, a continuing
openness to changes was maintained throughout the study.

The Pilot Study
The pilot study was carried out to ascertain the value of cer
tain activities and the ease of implementing an inquiry-oriented mapping
curriculum.

This procedure involved teaching two one-hour sessions per

week in each of eight fifth or sixth grade classrooms over a period of
eight weeks.

For uniformity all teaching sessions were conducted in

the presence of the regular teacher.

This design provided eight separate

teaching settings which allowed a great deal of comparison.
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In general
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each class experienced the same curricular activities so that there would
be a basis for this comparison.

Evaluation of the Pilot Study
In order to benefit fully from the teaching experiences, the
classroom encounters were described from four different perspectives.
Most extensive was my own documentation of each day’s activities with
a description of the relative degree and kind of inquiry occurring.
This kind of log was maintained for each o'f the nearly 120 classroom
hours involved in the study.

A second source of evaluation was the

quality and variety of the maps drawn and the written work (answers and
description) of the students.

The third and fourth sources collected

were the results of a questionnaire for students (nearly 200 copies)
and a questionnaire for teachers (8 copies) administered on the last
session.

The questionnaire forms appear as Appendices A and B.

Evaluation and Modification of the Curriculum
The culmination of this four-part procedure was an inquiryoriented curriculum written in a useful format (see Appendix C).

The

drafting of the preliminary form of the curriculum (procedure one),
its field testing (procedure two), and the resultant evaluation of
classroom methods and results (procedure three) led naturally to the
redrafting of the curriculum to appropriately reflect the changes
called for by the teaching experiences.

The modifications were made

to produce a curriculum that is a practical guide for teachers who
might choose to use an inquiry orientation in their teaching of maps.
An annotated activity list, a resource list, suggested procedures, and
a broad statement of philosophy are the components that were reviewed
and may be found in the curriculum.

CHAPTER IV

DOCUMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF THE PILOT STUDY

This chapter describes in detail the varied activities of the
eight classrooms utilized in this study.

First is a section describing

the objectives and strategies of the eight activities that the students
\

engaged in over the sixteen-day period.

Second follows a section that

briefly describes each of the eight classrooms.

This section is designed

to orient the reader to the individuality of the classes.

Third is the

detailed descriptive account of the pilot study sessions.

Observations

of all classes are intermixed as all students progressed through the
study.

Fourth is the student and teacher evaluation of their partici

pation in the pilot study.

Objectives and Strategies of the Eight Activities
Activity #1 was to allow the class to become familiar with me.
Rapport is essential for the inquiry to come and I attempted to achieve
it in the informal initial session.

I encouraged the children to ask

any personal question about me they liked.

I introduced this activity

by giving a brief explanation of why I was there.

I stated that in the

next few weeks I would be asking them many questions.

In answering

their questions I tried to react to the children with enthusiasm and
personal attention.

Through this introductory activity, I was to

gather some information about the students’ ability to frame questions
and their enthusiasm for asking questions.
27
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Activity #2 was to introduce the students to a variety of maps
and give them the chance to engage in questioning and problem solving
in an open atmosphere.

To do this I distributed eleven different kinds

of maps and allowed each class to observe a map in groups of two to four.
No specific tasks, observations, or conclusions were expected.
Activity #3 was designed to promote success with the use of the
North Dakota state highway map.

This map contains a great deal of

information and much potential for inquiry, but I was afraid it could
discourage young users.

So to accomplish the goal of Activity #3, I

devised some games and contests to liven up the learning process.

One

game involved storytelling and some mild competition to build interest.
The leader or driver starts his car at an orally-described locale.

He

motors through the state describing mileages, directions, town location
numbers (as C-4) , highway numbers, towns, and scenery as the children,
each with a copy of the map, try to follow the route.

This strategy

had children using the skills of listening, reading, observing, approxi
mating, hypothesizing, adding, compass direction reading, and interpret
ing symbols.

Another game-like activity was one in which a small group

started by picking a city on the state map.

From then on the challenge

was to be the first to find and name a city or other location name that
begins with the last letter of the former city.

Thus a string of loca

tions was named, one point being earned by each contestant naming a cor
rect answer.

It is a fast paced game, challenging and competitive.

The

third game was to generate quickly a list of all cities in North Dakota
that are greater than 10,000 population and to locate the smallest town
in the state.

This game was a contest involving a number of skills such

as legend reading, scanning, comparing, and listing.
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Activity //4's goal was the construction of maps to allow a great
deal of individual initiative to be directed toward mapping.

The empha

sis on large group games, questions, and discussions was reduced.

The

strategies for ensuring interest and decision-making were to instruct
the children to design a map that showed a place they were very familiar
with and to limit my instructions in order to encourage them to make
their own decisions for the many questions they naturally would have.
Another learning setting came as each class compared the wTork that the
\

ten or so small groups did.

This provided an opportunity to evaluate

all maps on the basis of neatness, accuracy, and readability.

Through

this setting children could learn about things they had not considered
and share the things they had learned.

In this way elements such as

scale, orientation, symbolization, and legends x^ere introduced.
Activity #5 involved familiarizing students with the topographic
map and alloxjing for spontaneous and more directed inquiries into matters
that could use the Grand Forks, N. D. topographic map as a resource.

The

teaching strategy I used was to allox? a free exploratory period of about
fifteen minutes with intentionally limited directions as as "a topo
graphic map like this contains a great deal of information.
over closely to see x^hat you can find."
tion no specific direction x^as provided.

Look it

Beyond this typical instruc
I expected that having a back

ground in map skills and an interest in and familiarity with their home
area would be enough to carry the activity.

Next followed a class

problem-solving session based on one or two questions I had written
for their inquiry value.

The issues involved were not meant to be

conclusive; debate was expected.

Last was a session where small
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groups were asked to answer questions that would likely demand inquiry
processes during the analysis, solution, and evaluation stages.
In Activity #6, involvement in inquiry was sought through taskoriented work rather than through the posing of interesting questions.
Activity #6 had four discrete parts.

First, each student measured the

length of his or her complete stride (two footsteps or paces).

Second,

this measurement was validated by repetition of the pacing or by check
ing stride measurement against an object of known length.

Third, a com

bined class effort was made to gather all pertinent measurements so that
a labeled sketch map of all buildings on the school block could be prop
erly located.

And fourth, an appropriate scale was chosen and the sketch

map was redrawn to scale.
Activity #7, in a sense the windup, encouraged divergent planning
and application of various map skills in planning a trip.
ceeded in four steps.

Students pro

There was an initial experience with a road atlas

with an accompanying set of questions to direct use of the various kinds
of maps and other information the atlases contained.

The second step was

the presentation of a slide show I had compiled from my collection.

It

featured selected scenic, historical, and cultural aspects and special
landmarks from most major regions of the country.

This activity was

designed to spark interest and to provide background for those who might
need it because of lack of travel experience or lack of imagination.
This then led into the third step which was to plan a trip in small
groups.

The small groups were to determine a route, the time, costs,

and the distance it would require, as well as the mode of travel and
highlights of the trip.

Lastly, they were to share their trip with the
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class if they chose to do so.

The decision concerning format of presen

tation was theirs.
Activity #8 was an evaluation session.

Each student was given a

questionnaire (Appendix A) on Ttfhich to express opinions and preferences
regarding the mapping experiences and learning styles.
given a questionnaire (Appendix B) at the same time.

Each teacher was
Teachers were ques

tioned about their teaching style and about their perception of the effec
tiveness of the activities.

Brief Descriptions of the Eight Classrooms
The classrooms utilized in this study were described in this sec
tion as uniformly as possible on the following bases (see Table 1):
1.

Grade level and size,

2.

Physical layout of desks, chairs, tables, and learning
resources,

3.

Style of teaching of the full time teacher with reference
to formality— informality and degree of teacher control
of resources, time, and activities,

4.

Rapport between students and their teacher,

5.

Rapport among students and ability to work together on
all levels (alone— small groups— whole class), and

6.

Rapport between students and me as well as the overall
success of the program.

On the basis of my work with the eight groups, limited as it was,
some of the following observations were made and might be useful to
readers as they consider the integration of descriptions of the eight
classrooms in the third section of this chapter.
Class A was a group of 17 students, mostly boys.

These fifth

graders all had desks which were arranged in rows with a table for

TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF CLASSROOM DESCRIPTIONS

Class
Descriptor

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

School
Number

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

Grade

5

6

5

5

5

6

5

6

17

24

27

29

16

30

24

30

Size
Teaching
Style3

formal

formal

formal

formal

informal

informal

moderate

moderate

Inter
student
Rapport*3

fair

good

good

excellent

fair

excellent^

good

excellent

Overall
Success of
Program*3

fair

fair

good

good

good

good

fair

excellent

aTeaching Styles are formal, moderate, or informal.
^Inter-student Rapport and Overall Success of Program levels are excellent, good, fair,
and poor.
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group or special uses at one side.

A moderate amount of learning mate

rials were available on shelves at the back.
I inferred that the teacher used a very different style from
/

mine in her fairly formal teaching.

Her questionnaire responses indi

cated a large concern about the limitations of her class; she was care
ful not to push them too fast.
seen as a very slow process.

Their progress toward independence was
She provided strong teacher direction and

apparently some control of classroom resources.
group seemed good.

Her rapport with the

Rapport among students seemed uneven while I x/orked

with them, especially in small groups where some self-direction was
called for.

Most children could work well alone or in any sized group

if I told them exactly what to do.

Overall success was judged to be

moderate and rapport with me x^as low to moderate.
Class B was a sixth grade group of 24 students.

Each child had

a desk and desks were lined up in rows at the center of the room.

A

geodesic dome, tables, and some learning materials were available at
the sides of the room.
I judged this teacher to be fairly formal and very directive.
She xvrote that her teaching style was different from mine.

She was

more concerned with accountability and would have limited more the
students’ choices.

Student-teacher rapport was good on the surface.

I can only infer that, on the basis of the evaluation session reported
in the following section, rapport was somewhat lacking.

Group harmony

was fairly good although sessions seemed more productive when I was
able to work with small groups.
me were uneven.

Both overall success and rapport xri.th
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Class C was a fifth grade class containing 26 students.
room was very nearly filled with the spacious rows of desks.

The

Besides

a piano there were very few other apparent learning resources.
The teacher seemed very formal in her dealing with students.
She judged her style to be different from mine in that she would have
taught slower, being very sure of students' backgrounds.

She appeared

to be very much in control of student activity, time, and resources.
As far as I could tell, the student-teacher rapport seemed to be good.
This class functioned very well as a whole group.

In challenging situ

ations, however, I noticed that the children were not disposed toward
helping each other try to figure out solutions to their problems.

I

enjoyed a good rapport with this class and they came to each session
apparently eager to try a new activity, especially if the activity was
not too demanding on their self-direction skills.
Class D, another fifth grade class, had 25 students each with
a desk.

Besides the rows of desks, there was a table at the front and

a limited amount of other learning resources in view.
The teacher was very formal and exhibited high teacher direction
in controlling classroom time, resources, and activity.
enjoyed a good rapport with her students.

She apparently

Her class was a very harmo

nious group which worked especially well as a large group and fairly
well in small groups.

I also enjoyed an excellent rapport with the

group and they continually did their best to please me.

In terms of

the overall course, students often did use their skills productively
in large and small groups but had to overcome a degree of passivity
to do it.
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Class D was a small group of 16 fifth graders.

The children used

a mixture of tables, chairs, and desks as they used the varied areas of
their room.

The room contained a generous amount of learning resources

in learning centers, book areas, boxes of maps, cabinets, etc.
The teacher described herself as informal, similar in teaching
style to me.

The room and its activities confirmed her view that the

environment was

child centered and changed with time and need.

A

travel center sprang up as a response to the activities I brought into
the classroom.

Children felt comfortable enough with the room to use

the many resources that were available as they became relevant to the
activities we pursued.

The student-teacher rapport was good although

her relationship to them and control of them was tested a few times
while I was present.

The peer group relationships were uneven during

the course of my visits.
individually.

Their best work was done in small groups and

Perhaps this is best summed up in a quotation from one

day's journal entry, "enthusiasm and contribution level swings greatly—
some of the best sessions and some of the worst with this class."

Their

rapport with me was fairly good and their overall success with inquiry
was very good.
Class F was a sixth grade class of 30.

Tables and other x/ork

areas including a meeting space with couch and carpets gave this room
a different appearance.

The room was very rich in terms of its many

learning resources.
The teacher indicated that she was very similar to me in her
approach to teaching.

She was characterized by me as informal but was

very much in control of the classroom activities.
provide many choices in carrying out assigned work.

She would always
A very strong
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student-teacher rapport was seen as the teacher was in the habit of
listening to student concerns.
was outstanding.

The peer group harmony in this class

In the whole group they showed an excellent ability

to discuss and inquire.

Their ability to sustain self-directed activ

ity in small groups was good but not to the same degree as in the whole
group.

Their rapport with me was very good too and very good overall

progress was noted.
Class G was a fifth grade with 24 students.

These children had

desks that were placed in pods of four in the center of the room.

A

fairly good supply of resources was available at the periphery of the
room.
The teacher described herself as using less of a discovery
approach in her teaching.

She tended to give more guidance and was

concerned with the frustrational aspect of inquiry.

She was judged

to be semi-formal and at least moderately teacher directed in her
control of students' time and activity.
seemed good.
the case.

Her rapport with students

Eer group was fairly harmonious but this was not always

At times they became much less tolerant of each other when

they had to face a frustrating task.

All levels of grouping worked

very well at times and not so well at others.
judged to be good.

Rapport with me was

Overall success was moderate.

Class H contained 30 sixth graders.

Thirty desks took up one-

half of the room while tables and various learning resources for
project work and multi-purpose use filled the other.
The teacher felt that her teaching style was similar to mine
in that she was an eclectic, her approach to teaching continually
varying.

She appeared fairly formal, very much in control, but the
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reason for this seemed to be that she was student oriented.
student-teacher rapport was very good.
group support.

I felt the

This class had tremendous peer

They listened well, worked superbly in a large group,

and sustained their group problem-solving.

Moreover, there were good

examples of motivated inquiry in small groups.
examples appeared.

Even some individual

Rapport with me was judged to be excellent as was

their overall progress.

Descriptive Account of the Pilot Study Sessions
Activity #1 in each of the eight classrooms served two related
functions and additionally as a prognosticator of overall success for
each class.

This activity was an informal question and answer period

in which I encouraged the children to ask any personal question about
me they liked.

The activity was introduced by my giving a brief expla

nation of why I was there and by stating that in the next few weeks I
would be asking them many questions.

This introductory activity was

designed to establish a rapport based on the experience of personal
interaction.

Thus I tried to react to questions with enthusiasm and

personal attention.

Concomitantly I was learning names— additional

evidence that I cared about them personally.

Through this introductory

activity, I was also able to determine in a very general way, the stu
dents' ability to frame questions and their enthusiasm for asking
questions.
day.

It is most interesting to look back now upon that first

The three classes (A, B, and C) in which I observed the least

progress and development of rapport throughout the eight weeks were
the three in which the questioning activity lasted the shortest time,
interest in me was less evident, and general inquisitiveness was lower
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on that first day.

The two classes which achieved the most in terms of

inquiry development (F and H) were in fact the two in which the first
day's question period was most extensive (the entire 60 minutes) and
contained the most depth.

One question I yet remember vividly in class

F was, "do you notice anything about our classroom that shows how we
feel about our class?"
The remaining three classes (D, E, and G) were somewhere between
the more distinctively definable other five.

With these three, the

Activity #1 question period was successful but did not reach the depth
or intensity of interest shown by the two that were most directed toward
inquiry.

In all, Activity #1 was successful because after each session

I felt that I had gained some insight about them and they, me.
entries from the log of day one are appropriate.

Two

During the first day's

activities with class H I wrote, "with this class I became more aware of
the many subtle ways that I espouse opinions, viewpoints, examples and
facts while chatting."

While my interaction with this group was enjoy

able and could be considered a learning situation with a meaningful
context, I look back on it now as not having encouraged inquiry.

To

strive always to be free from judgment on a given issue is to encour
age students' ideas to come out, be examined freely, then evaluated.
While I do not believe that a teacher should refrain from participating
as a thinking person, I have become more aware of how easy it is for
the adult to be dominant among children.

After the last class (D) com

pleted Activity #1, I noted "there was always an innate curiosity on
the part of most children about me or about things in general.
to build on this.

Don't underestimate this curiosity."

I need

This perhaps
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serves as a suitable introduction to Activity #2 where mapping was spe
cifically introduced.
Activity #2 provided spontaneous inquiry experiences in class
after class.

In an attempt to introduce maps in an interesting way

while attempting to emphasize diversity I distributed in each of the
classes about 11 different maps, one to each group of two or three
children.

The maps were selected to show the children's home area

(the city, the state, the university, etc.).
tion I gave was:

"Look them over."

The only specific direc

Almost without exception, the

various groups of children became absorbed in the maps.
cific direction they found activities to carry out.
prevalent.

"Without spe

Discussion was

Comparing maps with others took place quickly as this was

a mobile group," is the entry in the log of a typical class (B).

On

the other hand, in the same class there was one girl who, in a couple
minutes, "folded up the North Dakota map and said she was through."
The record is held by a boy in class E who "in two seconds said, 'I'm
done.'

He knew it was a U.S. map, period."

In retrospect, these early

statements of these particular students portended severely limited
curiosity about what a map might tell them.
Another occurrence during Activity #2 also proved to be instruc
tive.

In one of the smaller classes where only eight children were pre

sent (class E), rather than using all 11 maps, I presented only a Grand
Forks aerial photograph, to the entire group.

We discussed various fea

tures of the photograph— river, streets, highways, houses, and buildings
and a growing debate emerged.

Some thought the photograph (a new per

spective for them) was not of Grand Forks-East Grand Forks, but of Fargo
Noorhead, instead.

I injected very few comments and questions as this
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debate was developing out of student interest.
of inquiry arose in this discussion.

Two interesting aspects

First of all, I asked hoxj x*e should

go about gaining support for each side of the argument.

What means of

gathering evidence could each side use to lend credence to their own
position?
up.

Because this was an earnest debate, many suggestions come

A number of

the suggestions could have carried us out of the class

room (into the air or to certain loci in Fargo or Grand Forks).
tion was sought but not obtained.

Resolu

The second aspect of inquiry that

arose dealt with the problem of authority in the inquiry process.

The

children quite naturally were seeking a resolution to the debate.

They

wanted as an answer, a positive statement from an authority.

The author

ity may have viewed this answer as an opinion or best guess and may have
looked upon himself as a somewhat informed nonauthority.
not have seen it that x^ay, however.

The child might

Thus I feel that the children shox^ed

here, as they often do, that they tend to seek out the opinions of adults
and take these opinions as proven answers— "Well, we trust you," as one
sixth grader stated.
Activity #3 consisted of games to familiarize students xtfith the
North Dakota state highway map xri.th only three of the eight groups (A,
C, and D).
together.

Later all eight X7ere caught up and went on to Activity #4
In an attempt to put the use of this kind of map in a posi

tive light, I tried to design the main activity as a game which involved
mild competition and storytelling.

Map reading skills x^ere taught as

they were needed rather than before beginning.

In this way the context

and the accompanying motivation would likely be present.

In mime I

started my imaginary engine and motored through the state describing
mileages, directions, toxm location letters (as C-4), highway numbers,
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towns, and scenery as the children, each with a copy of the map, tried to
follow the route.

The skills the children had to use x^ere those of lis

tening, reading, observing, approximating, hypothesizing, adding, compass
direction reading, and interpreting symbols.

In txro of the classes (C

and D) I discovered that by looking at the individual students as they
raised their hands we could keep secret the answer.

To do this each stu

dent would silently mouth what he thought was the final location.

I

would lip read the answer and then nod or shake my head and no one else's
answer was influenced.

The activity was well received and in one class

where I offered the choice to do it once again the next day, they eagerly
chose to do so.

When I let children become the drivers, I lost control

over the level of difficulty put into the oral description, such as the
amount of figuring and interpretation that needed to be done.

One young

lady driver in class A, however, provided us with one of the high points
in the eight weeks of mapping in her class as she cleverly and humorously
motored us about the state.
Three other game-like activities we tried were more competitive,
thought I tried to deemphasize this aspect by calling them games and
using small groups.

In the small groups (it was too chaotic to try it

with the whole class) one person started by stating the name of a city
or other geographical feature listed on the map.

The other five or so

in each group looked for another name on the map beginning with the last
letter of the previously named one.

A point was scored by the one who

was first to answer each time as the game continued.

This forced speed,

word analysis, reading, map search, and observation skills that might not
ordinarily be attended to.

Another game we used for looking at North

Dakota in a new way was to try to find as many toxvn or city names that
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originated in Europe as we could.

This completely fell through because

of the unfamiliarity of fifth graders with the national origins of the
various place names.

A last game was to see if we could name all the

North Dakota cities with greater than 10,000 population and to locate
the smallest town in North Dakota.
All four of the games have skills as a major emphasis.

Only

through the application of a variety of skills do we produce inquiry
into anything.

While great amounts of in-depth inquiry were not antic

ipated as a result of this day's activities, the enjoyment of using the
maps and the familiarization with several kinds of information contained
*

on this type of map justified in my mind the time spent.

Moreover, the

accomplishment of gathering one fact, Grano (pop. 4) is the smallest
town in North Dakota, led to a brief inquiry into what defines a town,
what is its life style, its contents, its location, its future, etc.

I

learned never to underestimate the possibilities for inquiry wherever
it may arise.
Activity #4 brought a strongly participation-oriented activity
which I felt the children needed then to produce a more in-depth and
continuing involvement in their activity.

The nex<r task was carried out

in three different ways among the eight groups based on student inter
ests as expressed in the planning periods.

All children were asked to

construct a map of some place without much specific help from me.

I

strongly encouraged them to make their own decisions for the many ques
tions they would naturally have.

In classrooms E, F, G, and H I asked

that they, as a class, map the school itself, in another two, C and D,
that they map their own classroom, and in the last two, A and B, that
they had a free choice of what to map.

When given a free choice the
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last two classes clearly differentiated themselves from each other.

Group

A, a small fifth grade class, mapped the classroom, a sing of the school,
or their own home or bedroom.

The adjacent sixth grade (class B) showed

a much greater diversity in doing all of the above plus a futuristic tele
vision set, a fancy motorcycle, various floor plans, and imaginary city
blocks.

The more diverse drawings, plus the fact that they asked con

siderably fewer questions about what was permissible, indicated that this
group was more self-directing.

In both classes A and B I attempted to

encourage a sense of responsibility toward mapping clearly and informa
tively for the purpose of readability.

The discussion of this goal came

up in evaluating the maps, not during the giving of the simple directions.
This was done so that they might have a concrete product on which to make
comments and conclusions.

It x<ras frustrating that, while expectations

for the quality of the first map produced were not high, I did have high
expectations for the insights about map readability derived from map
evaluation.

Yet in both classes the discussion I expected to evolve

during the evaluation tended to sound like a lecture.
oriented evaluation session did not occur.

A planned inquiry-

Students apparently were not

motivated from within.
The two fifth grades, classes C and D, that were asked to map
their own classroom took a familiar concept of a map and a familiar
place and proceeded with some confidence to make their first map.

I

did not know what to expect, but I Tinted them to use their own experi
ence as a starting point.

Their teacher said that they had not tried

this before, so I was pleased that they were sure enough to feel they
could just begin.

My only directions were to "make a map of the room."

I provided blank white paper.

Questions like "should we use pencils?"
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"may we use rulers?", and "do you want us to use a key?" were not answered
as I explained that this was to be their own map.

I caxitioned that anyone

who listened for other student's questions might get ideas that would not
represent their own work.
selves.

I highly encouraged them to think for them

But two girls, eager to do well, were noticeably unsure of how

to begin.

I let them struggle xjith the decision and after a couple min

utes they did work out a beginning process.
ual groups make their own decisions.

It is a joy to watch individ

A large number drew maps of the

classroom with each desk drawn in and labeled as to its owner.

More

than half of the students included a legend to explain the symbols.
four boys, two in each class thought to measure the room.
group develop a scale ratio when they were stuck.

Only

I helped one

The problem prohibited

them from drawing anything beyond the four walls, due to time limitations.
One boy built a room of paper.

The desks and tables were drawn upon the

floor while walls were drawn at the edges and then folded into place and
pasted at the corners to make the three-dimensional model.

Because every

one drew from the same source, their immediate classroom, comparison and
evaluation were easier.

I expressed delight at the variety of approaches

and cautioned that criticism is of questionable use if taken only in its
negative sense.

I requested both positive and negative comments based

on the criteria of neatness, accuracy, and readability.

Both classes

exhibited a great deal of mutual respect and insight about these crite
ria.

The insights could be due to the fact that everyone mapped the

identical area in these two classes.
The remaining four classes, E, F, G, and H, were given the
assignment of mapping their own school building.

The principal in

each of the two schools was questioned as to the possible usefulness
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of a school map that was accurate, readable, and neat.
provide a utility for the product of the project.
dents offered to interview the principal.

This was done to

In class G two stu

This gave the class a chance

to inquire into what would be relevant to ask her.

The interview exer

cise, which was quite spontaneous, provided a good opportunity to delin
eate the problem, to weight ideas, and to choose the essential questions,
bringing quick relevant closure to the problem.
The first day of mapping in three of the four classes was begun
with almost no advance planning.

Again, the reason for not teaching

formal lessons on map-making techniques was to increase as much as pos
sible the necessity that the children make a large number of decisions.
The emphasis was upon inquiry into a problem rather than on avoidance
of natural, teacher predictable difficulties in the production of such
a map.
The fourth class, H, for comparison purposes, was engaged in a
class discussion (to be described later) to see if they could avoid the
pitfalls likely to occur when preplanning is omitted.

In all four

classes four days were used for the production of a school map, from
the first attempt, to discussion and evaluation, to redrawing to scale,
and to unifying the complete map from its component parts.

In all

three of the classes which began without preplanning, the groups began
making maps that provided lots of discussion leading to suggestions
for improvement in quality in the second attempt.

In all three cases

the need for more accurate measurement came up, as did the need for a
uniform scale.

Questions such as what to include, how to symbolize,

what scales to use, how to measure accurately, how to show two floors,
and who would be using the maps, showed some real insights about map
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making in each of the classes.

The freedom of using the whole school as

a classroom, making their own decisions, and working with their hands and
feet were all motivating perhaps because the interest ran fairly high and
much physical and mental labor was expended.

Class E, a group of only 16

fifth graders, entered into an hour and 15 minute critique of their first
day maps that got into a great amount of detail (how thick walls should
appear, how to measure true wall thickness, degree of precision desir
able, etc.) and got them into a most interesting discussion of differ
ences in which 80% of the class participated, including the teacher and
myself (although we could interject only one comment each, so intense
was the debate).

Even a non-participant in the discussion said aside

to me, "I love to hear arguments."

The content of the controversy was

not planned; it arose spontaneously and derived its interest from the
context.

The main division was over whether it was better to design

the school map from the outside in or from the inside out!

Points were

made for drawing the outside wall of the school, then filling in the
classrooms, one by one, as well as for the opposite approach.
tening occurred.

"Lis

The interchange was a delight," reads the log.

A

consensus on the best method was not determined so the proponents of
each technique used their own method to obtain data and make a map.
Going into the second day of mapping the school, each group of
two to four that worked together planning, measuring, and recording
their operations, was given graph paper, a ruler, and a ten foot rope,
or a six or 100 foot steel tape.

By dividing the school wings and

floors up among the groups, a certain sense of group effort and respon
sibility to the whole class was felt and the task was accomplished to a
greater or lesser degree.

The scale decided upon by each class partially
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accounted for this.

They ranged from one square (about one-eighth inch)

equaling four yards to one inch equaling ten feet.

In the first scale,

a classroom appears barely larger than a thumbtack, while in the latter
only one floor of one wing fits on a single piece of graph paper so win
dows, doors, bathrooms, and tables can be depicted easily.
The mapping work in the hallways and rooms during the next two
days presented many occasions for solving the numerous small problems
that arise in such a project.

Simple problems, such as which end of

the hall to start from, how to place the tape down, how to measure and
replace it accurately, whether or not to record a small jog in the wall
were each solved as they arose.

My freedom of movement allowed me to

answer students' questions (often with a question) and to encourage the
use of approximations, estimations, preplanning, accuracy, and systema
tization.

Even class G, which had the most difficulty because they used

the smallest scale, voted one afternoon to finish the map with one last
day's work rather than move on to the Activity #5 map on schedule with
the class across the hall.

This choice was offered as I felt they, more

than any other class, were frustrated with the project.

This vote to

continue (12 to 9) was a good sign of determination, but there were
problems.

One group within this classroom, for a day and a half, could

not function until I removed one boy and put him in the role of my per
sonal troubleshooter.

As my traveling companion (from floor to floor)

he began to see where others were making errors although he himself had
been the cause of nonproduction earlier.

Two girls in class G and two

boys in E who would not work with a group and were less willing to work
alone required a lot of special attention, some of which I was able to
give.

A much greater sustained effort would, I believe, have been
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necessary to advance their problem-solving skills than I was able to pro
vide in eight weeks.

A few students, on the other hand, brought in maps

and tape measures without any prompting.

Besides this extra effort some

students obviously did extra work at other times during the day.

One

fifth grader from class D even made a scaled drawing of his house and
property, complete with key.

I overhead a group of fifth graders from

class E arguing a point of measurement twenty minutes before I was to
have arrived.

Moreover, I was pleased that they called my own work into

question, "maybe Whitney was wrong" (concerning the measurement of a
small room).
Class H was especially good at discussing and problem solving,
so I gave these sixth graders a special chance to plan ahead for their
work at the beginning of Activity #4.

While I maintain that it might

not have been appropriate to force less motivated classes into a lengthy
discussion before mapping, this procedure was used here because of this
group's particular qualities.

They were strongly goal oriented which

generated a lively discussion concerning what items should be included,
how they should be symbolized, and what scale should be used.

Scale and

measurement specifics were decided at an extra meeting when I was not
present and they called to inform me.

They chose a scale of one inch

equals ten feet which fit well on the graph paper they had, a small
square being an even two feet, a large one inch square being ten feet.
During the initial planning session we, as a class, exhibited group
inquiry characteristics.

We made decisions to exclude fire extin

guishers and room details and to include stairs, doors, rooms, and
offices.

These were important matters and the value of including

each one was weighed carefully before each decision was made.
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Especially interesting was the concern we had for our overall direction.
Should we be using some natural way to map buildings, the traditional
way, the clearest way, or the easiest way?
suited to our problem?
important.

Indeed is there one way best

These ways overlap a great deal but the focus is

The discussion allowed me to interject a mini-sermon captured

in the log as "it may be good for us to see how others make maps of
buildings, but our problems or purposes may be different.
for ourselves."

We must think

The superior ability of this particular class to dis

cuss at a deep level was matched by their performance in putting together
a map of the school.

Only one couple had trouble laying their first cor

ner in, and one group of three had difficulty in working together smoothly.
Otherwise, everyone showed impressive skills in decision making, measuring,
and drawing to scale.
Activity </5 was designed around the study and interpretation of
the United States Geologic Survey's topographic map of the home town
area of the students (also, for some, such accessory maps as will be
described later).

The contrast of making and reading maps was used to

increase the effects of the practice of each upon the development of
the skills involved in the other.

Thus the progression from Activity

#3 (road map interpretation) to Activity #4 (map making) to Activity #5
(topographic map interpretation) to Activity #6 (map making) to Activity
#7 (an application) is designed as an organization to emphasize this con
trast.

The overall organization of Activity #5 included a free explora

tory period of about fifteen minutes with intentionally limited direc
tions such as "a topographic map like this contains a great deal of
information.

Look it over closely to see what you can find."

this typical instruction no specific direction was provided.

Beyond
It was
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expected that having a background in map skills and an interest in and
familiarity with their home area x^ould be enough to carry the activity.
Next followed a class problem-solving session based on one or two ques
tions I had written for their inquiry value.

The issues involved were

not meant to be conclusive; debate was expected.

Last was a session

where small groups were asked to answer questions that would likely
demand inquiry processes during the analysis, solution, and evaluation
stages.

All eight classes spent from two to seven sessions on the

three parts of Activity #5.
"Interest in the topographic map was total at first," reads one
log entry for the first part of Activity #5.
mon to all classes.

This observation was com

The uninterrupted free activity lasted from 15 to

25 minutes and ended either at the hour's end or by moving to the next
stage, depending upon when it was started.

Only one sixth grader (in

class B), manifesting his inability to sustain an effort, folded his
arms and said "I've looked at it."

Two groups in the same class asked,

"what are we supposed to do?" immediately after being told, "see what
the map tells.

Ask yourself questions."

Two boys in class B were in

heated debate over the location and ownership of a television tower.
At the risk of robbing them of the discovery of an available resource,
I suggested they telephone the station to find the information they
needed.

Because they resolved the conflict by doing so, perhaps they

will more likely consider the telephone as a resource in the next debate
or information search.

Typical activities of this first period in the

various classrooms were scanning the map for interesting places (e.g.,
a track), finding their school and their home block, and determining
what various symbols mean.

Several groups wanted to locate the city's
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new high school.
ten years old.

Its omission led some to the discovery that the map was
At this point I casually xvrote on the board in class H,

"what has happened in Grand Forks since the time the map was printed?"
I numbered from one to ten and walked away.
in short order.

A list of 23 items appeared

Spontaneous questions and discussion were general out

comes of this self-directed activity.
While the bulk of the time spent in this activity was in small
group problem solving, I felt it was important that some whole class
experience in figuring something out was important.

Thus I used ques

tions such as "does the English Coulee (a small stream on that map) flow
generally toward the north or south?" or "why would anyone build his home
within 50 feet of the East Grand Forks sewage treatment pond?" and gained
impressive results in the form of hypothesis formation and defense.

Stu

dents contributed directly to or at least witnessed the buildup of pos
sible reasons for a situation, then evaluated the worth of the hypotheses
in seeking a solution or explanation.
In one sixth grade, class H, I asked the question about the
English Coulee which, it turned out, led into a seven day, in-depth
involvement in that question and in three spin-off problems.

What I

anticipated as a fairly straightforward example of a problem-solving
exercise turned out to be an in-depth inquiry into water movement in
streams, lakes, and rivers.

A large majority (24 to 4) of class H con

cluded that the English Coulee flows in a southerly direction.

While I

could not have planned such a division of opinion, I, as a teacher
interested in inquiry with its hypothesis-making and supporting aspects,
seized upon this opportunity.

Here was a highly motivated disagreement

on a subject about which we could gather evidence, both conceptual and
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physical, and approach some sort of a solution.

Although my role as a

moderator was perhaps necessary to clarify and maintain an orderly
process, the class carried on a debate that was enthusiastic and respon
sive to the points made by their opponents.

As sixth graders, it was

perhaps natural for them at one point in the argument to ask for my
opinion as an adult.

I do not maintain that adults should shield

the

child's thinking process from disclosure of facts, conclusions, and
opinions; however, I saw in this case that my opinion quite possibly
would have been taken as a fact or resolution of the problem.
this would have ended the inquiry prematurely.

If so

When an authority is

not present, any resolution must come from a trust of one's own
hypothesis-making and testing abilities.

Here, for example, these

12 year olds may have eliminated their misconceptions by being told
the truth by an adult or by growing out of these less developed ideas
by the use of their own logic.

Whenever possible I encouraged the

second more self-reliant internal process.

I explained this reason

ing to them in withholding my opinion concerning the question in
debate.
way.

(As it turned out, my early opinion was in part wrong any

It needed refining along with theirs.)
During the ten minutes available at the end of the second ses

sion, I recapped the arguments of water supply and tributary flow that
had been issues the previous session.

We all agreed that water flows

downhill and that it would severely weaken the minority's argument if
we could show them an example somewhere in
from one channel into two (see Figure 1).

the world where water flows
While this challenge was one I

intended to leave them with until next period, the group again showed
its motivation and resource-finding skills by immediately going to
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Downhill

Fig. 1.

Water Flowing from One Channel into Two Channels.

atlases, textbooks, wall maps, and chalk drawings in order to find the
needed evidence.

The critical element missing from their logic was high

and low altitude determinations based on proper map reading.

In the

next class period, therefore, I decided to teach directly the concept
of determination of flow direction based upon contour lines, as on the
Grand Forks topographic maps we were using.

I taught that altitude

could also be determined by the different colored areas on a physical
map, as in the encyclopedias, atlases, and texts they were using.

After

an explanation with lecture and drawings, I put the question to them to
decide whether the English Coulee, the stream in doubt, was higher at
its southern tip or at its northern tip x^here it is in contact x^ith
the Red River.

Another map reading skill was thereby taught in a

directed xjay but in a meaningful, motivated context.

Universal agree

ment was achieved on the statement that the low point X7as at the Red
River juncture.

This discovery favored the northerly flow hypotheses.

In the meantime, during a visit to the University of North Dakota to
see a play, the class indicated to the accommodating teacher that they
wanted to walk to the nearby English Coulee to throw in a stick and
-observe its movement.

In class they reported a confirmation of my

earlier observation of lack of perceptible flow.

Discussion of water

sources, melting snow, drainage, and dams cleared up some of the ear
lier difficulties and misconceptions held by some class members as we
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moved toward some sort of closure.

A report was made of the response on

radio to one of the student's questions to a local talk show moderator.
And finally during the class period, two boys thought of calling the city
engineer to inquire into his knowledge on the matter.

Their disclosure

upon returning to class was amazing to all of us who thought we had
achieved some security in understanding this not tremendously difficult,
though interesting, problem.

The callers reported that the engineer had

said that the coulee flows north over the dams and into the Red River at
peak flooding, that it stands still nearly all the rest of the year, but
that soon there would be significant southerly and easterly flow as a
dredging process was completed surrounding the city.

During the course

of the debate the students reflected an openness to the evidence that
indicated a mature attitude toward hypothesis testing.

Even before the

call to the city engineer, the position of the class members show’ed a
significant shift from the initial stance many took.

As these sessions

just reported are felt to have been successful in their skill develop
ment and inquiry orientation I include here a lengthy log entry reflect
ing my attitudes immediately after the class.
The discussion picked up on proving the small group wrong
by finding a river that flows into two drainage banks. It
seemed that because the class was so well trained, well moti
vated toward the problem, insightful, and highly respectful of
each other, the discussion was meaningful and vigorous. It was
no problem for me to lead this debate. I lectured, questioned,
channeled arguments (though not with a heavy hand, more to
clarify points), listened, and observed the use of resources.
Participation was high; anyone would have felt good about the
learning. But the whole direction this class took was unaccount
able, ahead of the spontaneous cues they (and I) picked up. To
try to force this controversy upon another class would be wrong;
to have neglected it (or to have told the right answer too early)
would have been equally wrong. The teacher is important, having
the power to cause either of these outcomes. The curriculum is
limited in that it cannot direct the realness of the activity,
it can only suggest provocative questions and activities.
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Although the curriculum called for moving ahead on a different
topic the next day, it again seemed unwise not to follow up on the
uncontrollable interests of class H.

Two girls who had observed the

flow of the Red River over the weekend introduced an observation that
was contradictory to the beliefs of most of the class.

A natural

response was to question their statement that they saw the Red River
flowing southward.

Were they sure of their directions?

measured the flow and its directions?
they observed the flow?
their position.

How had they

Was it only near the shore that

The girls replied, consistently defending

The course of action readily taken up by all was to

take a spontaneous five-block field trip to the river to replicate or
find fault with the earlier observation.

Hypothesis stating and imme

diate testing was the process engaged in by many as we sought clarifi
cation of an apparently huge misconception.

Readily available scienti

fic tools were used to test wind direction and speed as well as the
flow direction and rate of the surface and subsurface water near shore
and near river center.

The children enjoyed pelting the river with

their scientific instruments (sticks, clods, and leaves).

The apparent

discrepancy was pretty generally brought to the following resolution:
The wind indeed carried the surface layer of water toward the south,
while gravity carried the subsurface water very slowly toward the
north, as was generally believed beforehand.

Because of a dam down

stream and an extreme flatness of the land, the nearly imperceptible
flow was easily obscured by the action of the wind.

Only sticks that

sank significantly into the water allowed us this insight.
The discussion led naturally from the Red River concern to the
next spin-off topic, wave production on lakes.

Two familiar lakes in
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the area, Devils Lake and Red Lake both have constrictions that produce
a small and a large portion of the lake, as generalized below in
Figure 2.

These two lakes x^ere familiar to a number of class members.

Fig. 2.

Generalized Lake with Constriction.

Additionally, there was the wealth of puddles, ponds, and summer cottage
lakes that served as a memory bank for our inquiry.

The major problem

discussed was the reason for the apparent lack of wave motion, or at
least severely lowered amplitude of wave motion, in the smaller portion
of the lake.

One oral description even x^ent so far as to report that

the large waves, predominant in the larger portion of a lake stopped
suddenly under the bridge across the neck and were non-existent in the
smaller portion.

These perplexities caused us to consider as a group

the possible factors involved.

The hypothesis generation and evalua

tion process that day was productive, yet limited entirely to discus
sion rather than experimentation.

Such ideas as relative depth of

water in the various parts of the lake, the strength, direction, and
height of the winds, presence of cliffs and trees, and the shape of
the lake were presented.

As a result of the discussion x«/e made plans

to gather materials and build a model lake in which the variables we
discussed could be controlled and the resultant wave actions could be
observed.

This experimentation process was enthusiastically undertaken

and provided a needed emphasis on a more direct kind of evidence.

In a

short period of time we could manipulate the variables mentioned above.
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Observation rather than memory became the key skill involved.

Thus our

model lake with its small bay helped to answer some wave motion ques
tions while other answers we had sought remained unclear.

The inquiry

we were participating in was a problem as new to me as to anyone else
in the room; hence I was happily in the role of a participator.

At one

point in the discussion I recognized the chance to state a hypothesis
and at the same time teach, in a three minute lecture, some graphing
skills.

I produced upon the blackboard the hypothetical graph shown

below (Figure 3) making sure the class knew the meaning of the scales
and of the overall idea.

While this mini-lecture cannot be seen as

Large
Maximum
possible
wave size
Small
Low (puddle)
High (ocean)
Area of body of water
Fig. 3. A hypothetical Relationship of Maximum Possible Wave
Size to the Area of the Body of Water.
inquiry in and of itself, it was relevant because it was presented in con
text, it was interesting for the students, it was understood, and it may
therefore have provided a stronger skill base for later inquiry processes
The reason for presenting the incident here is that an inquiry-oriented
procedure need not be taken to mean that it is necessary, or even desir
able, to interact totally on a level of problem-solving behavior.
Concomitant with the lake study there arose one additional
interest or side issue.

The matter was that of floating islands.

The children of class H were all familiar with such islands through
their SRA reading program.

Finding my shock and disbelief about
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such islands interesting, they presented me with the appropriate SRA card
which was somewhat vague on the cause of this Florida swamp phenomenon.
Undaunted, a group of half the class with its enthusiastic core of lead
ers set off for the science room to replicate the island with a model
made of clay enclosing plastic cups placed mouth-to-mouth.

The cups

contained enough trapped air to float the whole simulated island.

This

demonstration provided for a great deal of excitement at the end of the
period.

At first the island builders were triumphant in demonstrating

their floating island but finally they were defeated as the model sprang
a leak and sank.

The group admitted in any case that the model was not

really a replica of the natural island because of its plastic parts and
its man-made airpocket.

During the following period, however, two boys

presented to me a solid mass of dark organic matter.

Its light weight

had surprised the boys and led them to believe they had found a more
workable model for the floating islands.

They thought it was the dried

grass and leaves that become packed together on the underside of a power
mower.

Though probably correct, the origin was not important.

We laid

the island in the water and indeed it floated very high at first.

It

slowly began to absorb water and float lox^er and lower until at the end
of the period it barely cleared the water.

At this point, it probably

was the best possible replica of the mysterious floating islands.
Through continuous observation and discussion, the whole class had a
well-founded basis for understanding one possible mechanism by which
islands float.
It is difficult to summarize this seven-day, interconnected
example of inquiry.

For me it was the high point of the eight weeks

in any of the classes for the following reasons:

The students were
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spontaneously interested in many topics so we could follow up on any
ideas that entered into our discussions; the ideas were natural out
growths of our discussion, not some problem I brought to them; the
students had enough background experience to pursue a given topic
with some skill, yet throughout I felt that we were pushing the
limits of our skills and thereby becoming better inquirers; and there
was a combination of a lack of a pre-ordained or structured course of
action and many strong student interests that the class as a group
was willing to pursue.
In the other classrooms (A-G) as Activity #5 continued, the
group problem-solving exercises were conducted, but in contrast to
class H, all were short in duration, the maximum being about fifteen
minutes.

The problems were intended to be as motivating as possible.

Techniques known to stimulate interest were used to establish a per
sonal involvement with each problem, i.e., to reveal the discrepant
nature of an observation and to interject a question that the children
likely did not know the answer to and probably had not thought about.
The problems I proposed for the groups to resolve were of distinctly
different types.
tinctly different.

The resultant class discussions xjere likewise dis
A question used several times, always fairly suc

cessfully, was "why on earth would anyone build a home just 50 feet
from the southwest corner of the East Grand Forks sewage treatment
pond?"

Children identified rapidly with sewage and began to propose

reasons that reduced the conceptual discrepancy inherent in the
observation.

The diversity of the responses illustrated the success

of this question in eliciting divergent thinking.

Examples are:

owner can't smell"; "he moved there before the lagoon was built";

"The
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"the building there is only a shack";, and "the good things about the
location outweigh the bad."

Another question used could have brought

out diverse approaches, but did not.
are there in Lincoln Park?"

I asked, "About how many acres

The problematic aspect of this question

lies in the shape of the park.

With only one straight side, the answer

called for a judicious method of approximating.

I was open to sugges

tions from the class as to how to obtain a true answer or best guess,
but instead was cast into the role of leading them to a solution.

I

was teaching a specific technique of answer finding rather than allow
ing the problem-solving search characteristic of inquiry.

In retro

spect, it is my feeling that the solution to this problem while intrigu
ing to me as an adult was too difficult for the children to discover in
a formal, time-constrained setting.
The third major part of Activity #5, the first two being the
informal, non-directed map-viewing time and the group problem-solving,
just described, was the pursuit in small groups of answers to 10 ques
tions I had developed (they appear below).

One cannot predict the

occurrence of inquiry no matter how carefully the questions are
designed, I found out.

Yet time should be taken to write them care

fully, because some questions have a lot more potential than others.
The purpose of these questions was to encourage using a legend, search
ing, identifying, measuring, averaging, finding evidence, and interring.
The ten questions I selected for use by the small groups were these:
1.

How are tennis courts indicated on the map?

2.

Contour lines show elevations on the map. They are
shown and are labeled in feet above sea level, one for
every five feet. Find the lowest point on the map.
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3.

Is a city block a tenth of a mile long, as many people
say? If not, hox? long is a block?

4.

Can you guess at the population of a city like Grand
Forks or East Grand Forks, just by looking at it on a
map like this? If so how accurate might you be?

5.

Name five facts about the English Coulee based on how
it appears on the map.

6.

In sections 19 and 20 (red numbers in the center of each
red square) at the bottom of the map, xjhat might the
green L shaped areas be?

7.

Can you find any patterns or order or meaning in the sec
tions and their nximbering?

8.

Find -------- ---- in sections 13 and 14, etc. in the
northeast corner of the map. What does it indicate?
Where does it go?

9.

What ideas might explain why the streets in doxmtowm
Grand Forks and East Grand Forks are angled differently
from the rest of each city?

10.

E oxj many acres of land are in Lincoln Park?

(640 acres

= 1 square mile).
Because I did not stress completion of answers in written form,
the responses I received gave only sparse information.

Moreover, the

answers on the papers often did not reveal the extent of thinking that
took place.

For example, on question one, regarding tennis courts, the

correct answer is that they are not shoxm; yet the same number of stu
dents concluded that they xmre shoxm by black squares or hatched areas
as declared "not shoxm."
Or consider question nine.

What thinking process lay behind these answers?
Answers like some streets are angled differ

ently "because of the river" or "it was the old part of the toxm" or
"maybe because of the river and its flood, because it would have gone
right in the river," could all be logical possibilities but too little
information is given in their written ansxmrs to judge the amount of
valuable problem solving they did.

Even correct ansxmrs, such as the
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predominant 783 feet for question two (the lowest point on the map) might
indicate successful map reading of contour lines and a brilliant use of
drainage understanding to determine lows, or it might mean that a few
happened to see the low figure in their random perusal and the word got
around.

On the other hand, I can recount some observation of worthwhile

problem solving by groups and productive interaction between groups and
myself.

One student teacher, I recall, \<ras working with a group of boys

from class E.

With minimal teacher direction she had them working out

question four (on guessing the population of Grand Forks).

They were

counting blocks so they could multiply this by the number of people liv
ing in their own block.

Another group in this class continually improved

its conception of what the total pattern of section numbers was in the
township layouts of North Dakota.

At first they knew only that the

sections ran from 1 to 36 and for some reason section six was always
next to sections five and one.

After covering a square, then asking

them what it was, they quickly were forced to work out the pattern.
Soon they were even able to predict numbers they had never seen off
the map.

Most children learned that the key, located in a separate

booklet, was useful for them in identifying meanings of symbols and
thereby in answering questions better.
at the bottom with minimal errors.

They learned to read the scale

Area was not as easy.

In every

class nearly every group made use of my help on question 10, concerning
the acreage of Lincoln Park, or else reported some guess in the thou
sands of acres.

The park was roughly 150 acres.

proved a difficult task for some.

Measuring blocks also

Deciding what defines a block should

seem easy, but the Grand Forks city map shows blocks ranging from per
haps a fifteenth to two-thirds of a mile.

Taking several samples or
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taking a typical part of the city provided many students with a good
answer of a twelfth of a mile.

There is no one correct answer.

To evaluate the impact of these questions is difficult at best.
The discussion, listed under Activity #8, may give the reader some
insights into the value of this day from the student's perspective.

My

distinct impression is that the questions have good potential for worth
while problem solving behavior but this attribute is not easily tapped
when children are involved in tackling the problem.

Often, however,

with some adult guidance the potential was realized in the small group
setting.

The children seemed genuinely interested in xrorking on the

problems for periods up to 45 minutes, but not able or willing to
explain with great clarity their insights in written form.

These

groups actively involved more children more of the time than did whole
class discussions, individuals were more able to direct discussion into
their own interest area.
One situation that proved very productive occured in a small
fifth grade (class E) x^hich at times had proved somewhat difficult to
motivate.

On this particular day the children had been severely

reprimanded by the teacher before I arrived.

As it turned out, and I

am not sure why, their meekness resulted in very attentive behavior
and some surprising forms of inquiry followed.

This was the last ses

sion of using commercially draxm maps, so I brought in the Grand Forks
topographic map again.

I also provided them with a choice of other

maps such as the National Geographic maps of the Atlantic Ocean floor,
the Pacific northwest, and Mars, dittoed maps of North Dakota and of
the United States with its rivers, a wall map of the United States, and
a mystery map (a map of North Dakota glacial deposits ■with all labeling
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and keys cut off).

In addition they had their wall maps, atlases, map

center, and encyclopedias available.
up an interest in each of the maps.

I made a concerted effort to work
This, combined with the inherent,

diverse interests of the students, resulted in the maps being eagerly
taken at the end of my introduction.

In the case of the United States

map with the rivers outlined, I had suggested a specific problem:

"What

faction of the United States is drained by the Mississippi-Missouri
river system?"

Otherwise I was less directive, "if you’ve never looked

at a detailed map of the ocean floor, you'll find it interesting, I
think," or "here's a chance to study the newly mapped surface features
of Mars to see how different or similar they are to Earth," or "see if
you can figure out xvhat this mystery map is about."

For the remaining

maps I reiterated only that maps can be fun and you can learn a lot
from using them.

The girls working with the mystery map recognized

the outline as North Dakota and proceeded to study the classroom physi
cal wall map for clues to the meaning of the colored patterns covering
the state.
process.

I was not with them to hear the unfolding of their thinking
Their use of resources and apparent careful matching of loca

tions on the variety of maps available was impressive.

The most support

able conclusion they felt was related to river escarpments and other
physical information rather than glaciation.

Their wrong answer did not

bother me; it was in fact a map of glacial deposits.
attempt to correct them.

Nor did I make any

The process of working toward achieving meaning

is far more important than knowing the true explanation of this map.

If

this were not so, I should only have to show them the title at the begin
ning, ask them to study the features, and administer a short answer test
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on key features of the nap.

But they likely will never see this partic

ular map again, yet they will have countless occasions to apply the
skills of investigation in the future.
Two boys delved into the Mars map with great vigor.

They were

busily exploring the planet generally and looking up places from the
key when I came upon them.

Together we made some interesting discoveries

about the tremendous mountain peak altitudes and ocean depths on Mars.
Also we were able to get an impression of the seasonal changes and the
atmospheric conditions from the information portrayed.

The National

Geographic maps, including the Mars map, tend to be laden with marginal
information as well as abundant data on the map itself.

A dashed line,

indicating the maximum extent of the Martian polar ice caps, held our
attention for some time.

The three of us, while not studying a specific

problem in depth, were engaging in the necessary messing about behavior
that is helpful for developing a positive attitude toward maps.

We felt

our time was well spent.
With the help of a perceptive student teacher, the three-by-five
foot United States map began to hold the attention of the two boys in
class E who seemed often to be poorly motivated.

By making the map

study a very personal experience, their interest was maintained.

They

discussed where they had lived in Texas and elsewhere, where they had
traveled, and where friends lived that they might like to visit.

The

student teacher and I, who also have traveled, were able to share
stories, ask simple questions about distances, and talk about city
sizes, rivers, and roads that were indicated on the map.
The children who chose to work with the dittoed maps proceeded
with all kinds of drawings and tracings.

Some colored in counties or
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states; others traced in rivers and river systems.

They all worked at

the same table and seemed engrossed in their work.

I have no further

evidence to support the value of their work except that they seem to
have been observing, analyzing, and inferring during the course of
their inquiry.

The few corrections that I suggested in their drawings

were in a meaningful context, were pleasantly given and received, and
led to further reflection and discovery.
Activity #6 led in a largely different direction from previous
days, especially different from Activity #5.
was divided into four discrete parts.

Essentially, Activity #6

First., each student measured the

length of his or her complete stride (two footsteps or paces).

Second,

this measurement was checked by repetition of the measurement, a process
described beloxj, and/or by measuring the length of some object of knoxm
length.

Third, a combined class effort was made to gather all pertinent

measurements so that a labeled sketch map of all buildings on the school
block could be properly located.

And fourth, an appropriate scale was

chosen and the sketch map was redraxra to scale.
It may seem obvious to the reader that Activity if6 was fairly
task-oriented.

By the time of the completion of its four parts, how

ever, the students had worked on a number of skills which are likely
to lay groundwork for a greater ability to pursue inquiry studies.
These skills involved measuring, calculating, validating, averaging,
scaling, sketching, and making legends.

The students also encountered

a number of problems with the above which they or all of us together
worked out.

Thus the task itself and even the skills involved were

secondary to the aim of providing a setting in which problems arise,
were recognized, described, and dealt with.
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The initial exercise of Activity #6 was the measurement of each
individual's stride.

The students were instructed to do this by taking

twenty steps (the tenth time the left foot goes down if you begin with
the right foot) along a steel tape.

Thus the student ending at 47 feet,

or within 6 inches of it, has a unit stride (defined as two footsteps)
of one-tenth of the 47 feet or 4.7 feet.

The students were asked to

repeat this about five times in order to get a best estimate for the
length of their stride.

At this point they owned an ever-ready mea

suring tool that is quick and easy to use and reasonably accurate.
In measuring their stride by the method described students were
practicing many skills such as adding, dividing, averaging, and achiev
ing accuracy.
surement.

They were not, however, inquiring into a method of mea

The choice to forego this inquiry, even in an inquiry-

oriented program, was not necessarily wrong.

I recognized that such

a choice was being made and felt there was sufficient reason to do so.
During the stride measurement task, all children were able to
come up with a distance in feet, to the nearest tenth, that represented
their own stride.

Nearly all understood why this number (e.g., 4.7 ft.)

represented one of their strides and that to measure the length of a
block or a building they merely needed to measure the number of strides
from one end to the other and multiply it by the length of their stride
(e.g., 7 strides x 4.7 feet per stride = 32.9 feet).

The children

quickly learned to do this but also quickly realized they would have
to contend with some degree of inaccuracy.

To cite an example, class

C measured the front of their main school building as their first test
with stride measurement.

The data in Table 2 were reported and pro

duced quite a discussion about the probability of various numbers
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being correct.
probably wrong.

The boy Ttfho suggested 961 feet readily admitted he was
Nearly all class members felt sure that the true

answer lay between 105 and 150 feet and that it was probably close to
125 feet.

Here was a non-mathematical derivation of the meaning of

average.

TABLE 2
THE LENGTH OF A SCHOOL BUILDING AS MEASURED BY FIFTH GRADERS
USING THEIR STRIDE AS THE MEASURING TOOL

Student
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Number of Feet

Student

145
117
115
121
961
123
105
199
151

J
K
L
M
N
0
P
0
R
S

Number of
209.3
116.1
117.6
421.4
132.6
114
148.5
132
116
137.5

Two observations are worth mentioning from the classroom logs of
the stride measurement exercise.
and errors in multiplication.

They were errors of measuring stride

Both were almost universal in that many

children in all classes tended to make the same kind of error.

I

designed this activity so that, if they made such errors, they might
catch and correct them.

Instead, I often had to intervene after wait

ing as long as I could for the self-discovery.

One example is that of

children thinking they had to be within a foot of the steel tape in
order to walk along it and measure their stride.

When some children

finally realized this was not so, they moved out from the tape as
much as 10 feet so as not to bump into other children who were either
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slower walkers, returning from having taken a measurement, or stooping
over to read the tape.

Others would blindly continue to walk into

others, not considering the lack of accuracy they would thus achieve.
The other careless error was in reading the answers to multipli
cation problems (e.g., 13 x 4.7 would often be reported as 611).

This

was often true even when it was obvious for instance that a house could
not be nearly that long.

The number of strides and length of a stride

were reduced to numbers, not values, and were operated on to arrive at
the incorrect numerical answer.

Often this turned out to be a mere

arithmetic exercise rather than a meaningful search for the length of
an object.
Class E, the one class that had used pace measuring earlier in
the year, utilized their standardized stride more quickly, accurately,
and with more understanding than any other class.

Another observation

I was pleased to make was that several students in the two more cohesive
sixth grades (F and H) made special efforts to help their fellow students
in the dividing, averaging, or the understanding of the figures they were
obtaining while measuring their strides.
The next part in the preparation of the scaled drawing was to
delimit the area to be mapped and to measure its parts.
was most often the block on which the school was located.
dents' help I drew a sketch map on some blank paper.

The area chosen
With the stu

Once outside I

sent the children on assignments to measure such things as the length
of the block, the length of building sides, the distances between build
ings and between streets and buildings, and the locations of irregular
ities in buildings or the block itself.

Anything that was to be in the

final scaled map had to be on the sketch map.

The children's stride-
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derived measurements were noted rather than scaled on the preliminary
or sketch map.

While this part of Activity #6 was fairly teacher

directed, problem solving did occur when the children were sent off in
pairs and had to agree on one figure to report back.

Most of this

required a decision of where to take the measurement, the proper mathe
matical operation, repeated stride counts, remembering to multiple,
resolution of discrepancy, and preparing a reportable answer in feet.
One special discovery worth mentioning is one girl in class G who
chanced to ask if she could use her bike rather than her feet to mea
sure the distance.

With the help of a few leading questions, she and

a few other interested students figured out that they could easily
measure the front tire circumference and count the valve as it passed
during each revolution.

This would be comparable to the stride count,

about as easy to use, and more accurate.

The following day when I hap

pened to mention the discovery in class B, the students immediately
asked if they could measure their bike tires and disappeared in a
flash.

Before I could get outside, every boy had his bicycle in the

room begging to be first to be measured.
The completion of Activity //6 involved both the determination
of an appropriate scale to fit the map on the paper we had and the
drawing of the map itself.

It was the five fifth grades (A, C, D, E

and G) that proceeded through this section as planned.

Each sixth

grade (B, F, and H) had a special reason (to be described below) for
being an exception.

But the block to be mapped, scale chosen, size

of work group, and degree of completion were variables even among the
fifth grade classes.

I might state that the complexity of the mapped

area was associated with frustration and lack of finishing, or at least
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finishing with only reasonable accuracy.

My lack of planning or expe

rience, for instance, was the reason for letting 11 year olds attempt
to map their school block (with the school itself, eight houses and
seven garages, in one case).

And we had originally intended to include

the other half of the block with the church, rectory, etc.

Needless to

say, when I realized how much difficulty x%ras involved in collecting
accurately the hundred-odd measurements needed, I encouraged the sec
ond group of children to map only a small portion of that school block.
Because of a variety of blocks mapped and the different sizes of blank
mapping paper, 7"x8" to perhaps 24"x30", scales chosen as appropriate
varied considerably; they ranged from one inch equaling eight feet to
one inch equaling 100 feet.
solving exercise.

We chose our scale as a group problem

Here was an example of solving a mathematical prob

lem in a context other than that of a mathematics text or workbook.
Vie had certain data with x^hich to solve the problem so we could finish
our mapping.

Class B had blank sheets about 24 inches by 29 inches

and the block to scale onto it was 206 feet x 367 feet.

They could

have been told to divide 367 feet by 29 inches to derive an appropriate
scale.

A scale of one inch equaling 13 feet or 15 feet thus derived

would produce a drawing that xrould use the major portion of the draw
ing paper.

Instead, we took a problem-solving approach.

Considering

the goal we had before us and the number we had measured, we discussed
the problem.

Different individxials and different groups found solutions

in different ways.
and-error method.

Some of the most successful used an orderly trialSome found no solution but understood a method when

it was explained by others.

Eventually we all had a scale to use.
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With a maximum of two periods available to work on completing the
scaled drawings, not all groups finished.

Class G contained groups that

felt it was necessary to make additional trips to the back of the school
building.

This was to correct earlier misinterpretations about the shape

and locations of the several irregularities of the wall.

These incidences

illustrate best the general motivation I was able to witness in the chil
dren as they worked to complete their maps.

While the motivation, qual

ity, persistence, and ingenuity varied, all but a few children seemed to
be able to sustain an effort toward a goal that was largely mine in origin.
Perhaps this was due to the fact that the outcome in form and quality was
largely their doing.

Insights, innovations, or idiosyncracies on their

part were encouraged and praised.

What was from the beginning a some

what directed task was utilized for encouraging a productive inquiry
into the problems faced in carrying out such a task.
Class E, which was much less controlled (passive behavior was not
required often) and less structured (individuality, was encouraged and it
was project oriented) than the others, engaged in a discussion over which
block to map.

They had previously mapped their own school block.

group decision they chose one about four blocks from the school.

In a
It was

small and straightforward except for the non-right angles at three of
its four corners.

The children solved the problem this presented with

minimal help from me.
the block.

Also they solved the problem of the boundaries of

Streets bounded three sides, while the railroad tracks were

chosen as a boundary betx^een the block and its neighbor.

It was this

class that came up xdLth a symbol, as traditional as it may be, of a
line with small perpendicular marks to symbolize the train tracks.
They also discovered in scaling the block that either the angles or
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the lengths of the block dimensions were in error.

Because the block

could not be constructed with the measurements we had, we decided to
make another trip to gather the dimensions we needed more carefully.
This class, in comparison to the others, tended to get more wrapped up
in a problem-oriented session and did not so characteristically show
the "let's please teacher" persistence.

I feel that this was the basis

for their enthusiastic effort in gathering the information to map the
block accurately and begin to draw it to scale.

Only when a second

attempt at measuring and a second drawing proved necessary for class E,
did the group by and large lose interest and let the slackened interest
show.
Three major exceptions to the expected completion of Activity
//6 were experienced in implementing the curriculum.

The first has

already been mentioned under Activity //5, the lengthy extension of and
exploration of the English Coulee flow and related problems in class H.
The second was the activities in class F centered around the construc
tion, mapping and experimentation with clay islands.

The idea stemmed

from the classroom teacher's enthusiastic reading of a similar experi
ence as described in Sybil Marshall's book, An Experiment in Education.
When the teacher asked me if I thought such a project would fit in, I
responded favorably, as I wished to capitalize on her enthusiasm.
Together we located about a hundred pounds of clay for which the uni
versity craft shop had no use and brought it to the classroom.

The

clay itself was enough to interest the sixth graders, so it was easy
to direct their interest toward making their imaginary island.
with great enthusiasm, two fifty pound islands were created.

Thus
Plastic

sheets beneath them allowed us to use water in the channels, volcanos,
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and beaches.

After such play-like activities as shaping, rehaping,

flooding, and erupting, the islands were left for two days to dry
enough to be sliced into one inch horizontal slabs.

This x^as done by

taking from the top of the island the section higher than four inches
above sea level.

This was the uppermost one-inch contour interval

because the island at no point exceeded five inches in height.

The

sectioned portion of the island (the crown of the volcano) was placed
in the appropriate position on a large piece of drafting paper posi
tioned next to the island.
wise the

The section was traced and removed.

Like

second section, the portion between 3 and 4 inches above sea

level was removed.

It too was placed on our emerging contour map of

the island in the appropriately corresponding place.

The remaining

two cuts were made and each of the three sections in turn was traced
and the map was complete.

The great effort required to slice, lift,

place, and draw the island and its map \<rere unifying indeed.

Although

the contour map x<?as not further developed, the interest in imaginary
islands and their emergence in mapped form occupied a number, perhaps
a third of the class, during their free time before the next session.
A mathematical digression related to the island came up as a
result of my questioning the island builders about the scale they had
chosen in building the model island.

When an approximation in miles

of length was suggested for the island's longest dimension, I asked
what that meant concerning the size of the mouth of the volcano.

From

the response I concluded that they had not sufficiently considered that
the two dimensions of the model were related.

When they saw I was seri

ous about the question, the rulers came out and x^ild guesses as x^ell as
calculated answers came forth.

As more and more students became sure
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of their calculations, we agreed that the volcano was of unrealistically
huge proportions.

This three-dimensioned form allowed us to deal with

the concepts of scale and contouring in very concrete ways.
The third exception from the normal operation of Activity #6
came up in class B.

It came as a result of an evaluation meeting on

the seventh session which was about the halfway point in my work with
them.

Intended as a chance to hear the attitudes of members of that

class about the course, I got a shockingly truthful but negative
response.

I had opened the session by asking "what makes a good day

for you at school?" and received responses showing only disinterest
or bitterness.

The students enjoyed play, physical education, art,

early dismissal, subjects omitted, a day at home, etc.

I indicated

the seriousness with which I was receiving their replies but they
continued with their testimony.

Part of their honesty may have been

due to the fact that their regular teacher was absent for this part
of the evaluation, but they were equally critical of the work they
had done with maps.

I was almost at a loss for words.

As only a

visiting teacher, I told them I could not accept free play for the
two hours a week I was to be there.

It would not be fair to use the

regular teacher's time or mine in that way.

To this one girl

responded with the request that I "permit everyone to do what they
want (with maps) each time."

This I would consider an excellent

suggestion had everyone been as highly motivated as the girl who
suggested it.

Such was not the case, of course.

Her suggestion,

adapted in modified form, was a compromise between the position of
the children ("we want a free choice in what to do") and my position
("motivation is essential; it must be maintained at a high level in
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an unforced setting; often there is a need to work out things as a
group").
In class B, the standard operating procedure from then on was
to make a presentation of the activity I brought in each time.

These

activities that were being conducted in the other classes, x^ere offered
while allowing them to choose a map-related activity based on their own
ideas, and often on my materials.
The third option, which I tried to discourage and to set stern
requirements for, was that of writing me a note stating that they had
tried mapping activities, definitely disliked them, and did not learn
from them.
time.

They had to have something else they would do during that

One or two usually took this available but discouraged option.

In terms of Activity #6, I did require that everyone measure their
strides, a twenty to thirty minute exercise, because without it they
would not have the choice of doing the activities of the following few
days.

They understood this and enjoyed the activity.

The following

periods, as we carried out Activity #6, the boys of this class unani
mously chose to join me while only three girls volunteered.
day of measuring the three girls dropped out.

After one

This had two effects.

Here was a class in which I worked with a small group that had chosen
to do the task at hand.

This had happened only once before, with the

highly successful handful of boys and girls that chose to work with
the clay islands in the class just mentioned previously.

Although my

reaction to the attitude of this class initially was very negative,
the working arrangement as just described was perhaps closest to the
ideal I hold.

Part of this ideal, however, requires an accounting of

and good feeling for the continued growth of all students.

This
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includes those spending substantial time x-rithout the teacher's direct
attention, a group I x^as unable to feel responsible for in this brief
field experience.
The girls who chose their oxm activities during the several ses
sions of free choice drextf maps of dream houses, their bedrooms, foreign
worlds, imaginary islands and countries, and neighborhoods.
xvrote questions and studied available maps.

They also

During one session when the

boys were finishing up the scaled drax<ring of their block, I explained
the activity to the girls and attempted to heighten their understanding
of proper scale by encouraging the girls to do the opposite; I encour
aged them to take the United States map and redraw the states as they
chose, purposely distorting states and their boundaries.

Thus the USA

became a large island, an extended country, a possessor of new moun
tains, rivers, and lakes and adorned with all sorts of newly located
and proportioned states.

For some this exercise provided a great con

cern for the whereabouts of all the states.

With more input from the

teacher or students this kind of creative exercise could have turned
into a great exercise in inquiry into geographical influences on cli
mate, population distribution, and so on.

Unfortunately this was not

done because I first saw these maps after class.
with the other group.

I had been working

In summary, the dichotomy of boys doing a spe

cified task that was teacher directed and the girls engaging in more
imaginative drawing that was unsupervised provoked the following log
entry:

"So, in one sense, the boys accomplished more.

the area of specifically identifiable skills.

This was in

But the girls had much

more potential for decision making that was creative and divergent.
Here was a conflict over what is worthwhile versus x^hat is measurable."
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The last area of instruction, Activity #7, was an attempt to
encourage divergent planning and application of various map skills in
planning a trip.

Students proceeded in four steps.

There was an ini

tial experience with the road atlas with an accompanying set of ques
tions to direct the use of the various kinds of maps and other informa
tion the atlas contained.

The second step was the presentation of a

slide show T had compiled from my collection.

It featured selected

scenic, historical, and cultural aspects and special landmarks from
most major regions of the country.

This activity was designed to

spark interest and to provide background for those who might need it
because of lack of travel experience or lack of imagination.

This

then led into the third step x^hich was to plan a trip in small groups.
The small groups x^ere to determine a route, the time, costs, and the
distance it xrould require, as well as the mode of travel and highlights
of the trip.

Lastly, they were to share their trip with the class if

they chose to do so.

The decision concerning format of presentation

was theirs.
As the four steps of Activity #7 progressed, the teacher-imposed
structure diminished.

Here again there was little attempt to identify

the problems to be resolved ahead of time.

The assignment was conceived

vrLth problems and content that were child oriented; the hope was that
the task would become more personal and for this reason more highly
motivating and therefore pursued in greater depth.
The atlas work was carried out in the classroom on the same day
I took half of the group at a time outside to determine stride lengths.
Thus I could interpret how the atlas session had gone only by comments
from the teachers and children, and from their xrcitten answers to the
/
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questions.

Some teachers participated in directive ways, some in non

directive ways, and some not at all.
The questions as they appeared on a sheet for the students are
as follows:

Exploring the Rand-McNally Road Atlas
1.

In what year was this atlas published?

2.

Traveling from St. Louis to Denver, which interstate high
way would you use? Which map (give the page number) was
most helpful to find this out?

3.

If it is 4:00 P.M. in Minneapolis, what time is it in
Boise, Idaho?

4.

What lake borders Carson City, Nevada?
lake in?

5.

Is Grand Rapids or Lansing, Michigan the larger city?

6.

Does it cost any money to get from lower Michigan to
upper Michigan? If so, how much?

7.

For what kind of person, or for what uses, is this atlas
designed?

8.

How many lakes are there in Minnesota?
one.

What state is the

Name the biggest

Responses to the questions varied greatly, as was hoped.
quality also varied greatly.

The

It is perhaps obvious to an adult reader

that some of the questions are ambiguous or at least require some
definition or problem solving delimitation before answering.

In some

cases problem solving was surmised from the answers reported, and in
others the arguing of problem solving and decision making was reported
directly to me.

In many cases, of course, the problem inherent in the

question was missed altogether; this was determined on the basis of
the children's oversimplified or wrong answers.

In some cases, a

peculiar answer (as well as some right and some wrong answers) may
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be indicative either of a great deal of thinking or of none.

To eval

uate the learning more thoroughly, I wish I had been present during
the entire process or at least had followed up orally.
A few typical answers can be used to illustrate the points above.
The numbers refer to the questions as enumerated above, the parentheses
hold my comments.

Slashes separate one student's response from another.

The answers are literal and from selected student papers.
1.

1973/weren't able to find it out, no cover (both correct,
the second took some courage. I was glad to see it.)

2.

70 United States map 2-3 (also correct, the first two
questions were intentionally easy and straightforward to
build confidence.

3.

3:00/5:00 clock/2:00/2:30/etc.
(Correctly answering this
one involves a couple stages of thinking. One must have
knowledge of the hourly time zones. Also that the hour
is earlier going x^estward. Moreover, one must find Boise
just east of the Pacific time zone marker and Minneapolis
in central time. This may be merely a factual procedure
for someone knox^ledgeable, otherwise a great deal of some
unknovm sort of thinking is probably produced. The first
answer is the correct one.)

4.

Salt Lake/Ta’
noe California/Lake Tahoe, California &
Nevada/Tahoe, Nebraska (this elusive question calls for
reading the Nevada map but finding that Lake Tahoe is
in both California and Nevada. ’
What thinking went into
some of the other answers I can only imagine.)

5.

Grand Rapids/Lansing/Grand Rapids is bigger in population
(Most got this right. Even so, one cannot assume which
cues a given student attended to. Does the third answer
mean, for instance, that the person considered city area?)

6.

Yes, llp/Yes, It matters if you are going by plane, car,
train, or boat./Yes, you can't tell of much/yes, can't find/
no/yes-$175 (The first and last ansx^ers seem to hide some
great thought process; the map shows only a toll bridge
betx/een the two peninsulas. The second answer was a
delight to find.)

7.

For a person who wants to look up questions/traveling/
vacationers, travelers, truck drivers for information/
for uses like traveling state to state and when your (sic)
traveling you can use their radio stations, they show the
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big towns if you are going to them, they got Canada
maps, (This application question was well answered
although most chose only a word or two to show that
they knew its major use. With a dialogue, more
divergent uses could have been extracted and thinking
skills would more likely have been extended. Only a
very few responded in a manner like the first ansx^er
above. My interpretation of this is that these stu
dents might feel tightly bound up in school thinking
for activities carried out in school. A different
kind of thinking goes on outside class.)
8.

Nobody knows, but there are 13,000 over 25 acres. Upper
and lower red lake, mille Lacs Lake, Leech lake, lake of
the woods/10,000-Red Lake/Red/Lake of the woods, more
than 10,000 lakes/10,000, Superior (No one tried to count
the lakes on the map, they number in the hundreds. The
first answer required an outside source, I am sure, and
of course they were allowed to do this. The Minnesota
license plates contain the wording "10,000 lakes" while in
fact there are some 13,000. Who knows what distinguishes
a lake from a pond, from a puddle, however? The other half
of the question is equally debatable. Red Lake in its two
parts, upper and lower, is the largest lake entirely xtfithin
the state, while Lake of the Woods is larger and Lake Supe
rior is much larger. Neither of these is entirely within
Minnesota, although a large part of Lake of the Woods is.
This situation was the very reason the question was
selected. Debatable questions and answers stimulate
decision making.)

With the completion of the introduction to the use of the atlas,
they were put away and were later available to the children as a tool
during the session (after the slide show) when they were to plan a trip.
The slide show consisted of a hundred carefully selected slides
of my travels in Mexico, Texas-Louisiana, the Southwest, the Northeast,
the Upper Midwest, and the Northwest.

They were chosen to depict the

variety of activities and sights that are available to the traveler.
Because of

differing student preferences, slides were shown of beauti

ful mountains, historical monuments, factories, flowers, museums of all
sorts, people, celebrations, sporting events, and places of monumental
and everyday interest.

The children were encouraged to ask questions,
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make contributions, and answer knowledge and interpretation questions
concerning the slides.

In most cases they did so comfortably.

It

seems the more involved and interested the children were, the fex^er
the slides we got through.

The most discussion-oriented group,

class E, finished only fifty-five slides while another group sax.r all
hundred (class B).

Three of the classes asked to see the rest and

xjere shown them on the very last session after they filled out the
questionnaire (i.e., Activity #8).
Because the slides x/ere intended to give an impression of dis
tinctly different parts of the country, a full period was utilized.
While normally I would present fewer slides, this topic seemed to war
rant the greater number and amount of time given.

Only in class B of

the eight classes did I sense that children were restless before the
hour's end.

This particular class held out for 40 minutes; after that

there was no pretense of interest.

Only a few slides seemed to really

interest them at that point.
In three classes there were special problems with individuals;
in two of the cases (D and G) it was because enthusiastic students
wanted to contribute questions and personal experiences that were not
especially interesting to the majority of the class.

It was difficult

for me to terminate such discussion but in one case I did.

(I never

feel good about shutting off enthusiasm, even when it is for the
greater good of the class.)
The third classroom problem was a situation in which one student
in class B was so clever and ready to answer that the rest of the class
had no time to think about the questions I asked.

With these exceptions,

the slide medium was a good one to stimulate vicarious travel, to
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generate student questions, and to ask my own questions that attempted
to trigger student thinking.
It was the planning of a trip that allowed for and encouraged
student choice to the greatest extent in Activity #7.

Without trying

to bias their choice unduly, I did provide the atlases and suggested
that they use their imagination.

Without intending to diminish orig

inality, I mentioned to class B that in another class a group had played
the role of very rich travelers and had planned an extremely extravagant
excursion.

This idea caught the interest of all the boys who planned

the use of Winnebagos, slick motorcycles, personal jet service, threeyear around-the-worId tours, and various other incredible components
in their journeys.
There were, to be sure, some weaknesses in the planning of trips,
as I was to learn from the reports.

By and large the classes listened

attentively to the 15 to 30 minutes of trip sharing.

This was x^elcomed,

since some were poorly presented, giggly, insufficiently described, or
routine trips.

This certainly does not tell the whole story, hox^ever.

As the last activity, I was delighted with many unexpected examples of
divergent thinking.

Often children would plan an unusual trip and, by

this time (in most cases our fifteenth session) were sufficiently
acclimated to my acceptance of their thoughts that they did not ask
questions about how appropriate a trip was.

The diversity that sur

faced was interpreted as a good sign and was seen as a change from
many of the earlier sessions.

There were trips to Hawaii and to Cando,

N.D., down the Mississippi by canoe and into the Grand Canyon, to the
moon and to Spain, to imaginary islands and to the very real island of
New York.

There were twenty-minute trips and year-long trips, trips by
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car and by personal spacecraft.

The trips were presented in monologue

and in trialogue, in plays and in dramatic reading.
agant and realistic, humorous and serious.

They were extrav

In all, they provided a

good ending to the sessions.
This completes the description of the pilot study activities.
This chapter concludes with evaluations of the program written by the
students and their teachers.

Student and Teacher Evaluation of the Pilot Study
On the sixteenth and final session in each class, Activity #8 was
carried out.

This involved an explanation of my reasons for asking them

to fill out the questionnaire I had designed (see Appendices A and B).
I strongly suggested that I needed their honest opinions about our ses
sions to evaluate my work properly.

I stated that the most important

thing was that they be honest and complete.
their statements.

They did not have to sign

With these directions I handed out the appropriate

questionnaires to the students and the teachers and left the room before
questions could arise.

I wanted them to determine the meanings of ques

tions and direct the answers for themselves.

The results of the student

questionnaire are tabulated class by class in Table 3.
appears in Appendix A.

The questionnaire

Of the 197 students taking part in the study, 194

were present on the final day.

In many categories, however, fewer than

194 responses were recorded for one of the following reasons:

No

response was given (blank, question mark, or I don't know); the response
was illegible; or the response would not fit any of the categories used.
A number of thoughts and interpretations may be drawn from the
data.

A few that seem important and obvious are outlined for the reader.
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TABLE 3
RESULTS OF THE TABULATION OF THE STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Classroom

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Total

Class Size

17

24

27

29

16

30

24

30

197

Question 1:

How much did you enjoy our experiencesi together?

great
good
O.K.
unpleasant
Question 2:

01
11
04
00

01
05
13
03

02
04
16
03

17
03
03
00

06
07
02
01

16
09
05
00

07
08
11
00

15
15
01
00

65
67
55
07

How much did you learn from our eight weeks together?

a great deal
some new things
not much
nothing new

00
15
01
00

01
16
05
00

03
15
07
00

09
19
00
00

06
08
01
00

18
10
02
00

07
19
00
00

15
16
00
00

59
118
16
00

Questions 3, 4, & 5: What part of the mapping did you enjoy most?
(most) What part did you like least?
(least) Name a few examples
of times when you had to figure things out for yourself during the
mapping activities.
(thought provoking)
Activities
chosen:

Chosen
as:
most
06
least
08
thought
09
provoking

10
04
02

14
11
10

11
11
17

14
06
10

14
10
10

22
20
14

11
02
04

102
72
76

map
questions

00
most
least
06
thought
03
provoking

04
13
09

05
11
10

06
07
11

01
04
01

01
07
09

01
04
06

10
02
16

28
54
65

trip
planning

most
07
least
02
thought
01
provoking

04
00
04

05
00
04

09
03
04

00
00
00

01
00
02

04
00
02

03
02
02

33
07
19

most
least
thought
provoking

_

—

—

_

—

_

-

-

—

-

-

-

-

—

—

—

14
00
09

—

island
study

14
00
09

map making
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TABLE 3— Continued

Classroom

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Total

Class Size

17

24

27

29

16

30

24

30

197

-

-

-

-

-

11
09
16

11
09
16

Activities
chosen:

Chosen as:
most
least
thought
provoking

river
study

Question 6:

-

-

07
06
00

11
06
00

09
12
02

13
11
02

07
03
03

10
11
06

08
09
01

17
08
04

82
66
18

08
04
04
01

04
06
00
05

06
06
06
01

07
08
09
00

11
03
00
00

08
08
03
06
00

03
14
04
00

03
18
00
02
00

50
67
26
06
02
07

A famous educator once said, "Intelligence is not a matter
of how much you know how to do, but hot'j you behave when
you don't know what to do." What do you think he meant?

understood
perhaps understood
did not understand

1.

-

If you were going to study maps further, what kinds of
things would you do?

map making
map questions
trip planning
island study
river study
nothing
Question 8:

-

Do you learn better when you are told exactly what to do
or when you are to figure things out for yourself?

figure things out
told exactly
both
Question 7:

-

-

03
02
11

05
02
15

02
05
17

04
08
15

00
03
11

01
06
23

05
03
16

04
09
18

24
38
126

All eight classes favorably viewed the activities.

eight, classes D and F were very favorable while class H was midway
between feeling the experiences were great and good.

Classes A, E,

and G may be characterized as feeling good about the eight weeks,
while classes B and C averaged only an OK.

Of the
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2.

Students overwhelmingly felt they learned at least something

new during the eight weeks according to question 2.

Not one of the 194

children said they learned nothing and only 8% registered a not much
response.
felt they

Two of the three classesmost pleased with the sessions also
learned a great deal from

them (half or more in

classes F

and H).
3.

Class

size did not seem

ence as viewed by

student responses

4.

to affect the quality

of the experi

in questions 1 and 2.

Map making appeared most often as the response to questions

3, 4, and 5.

Since map making entailed measuring, pacing, mathematical

calculations, drawing, scaling, and labeling, it drew many votes for not
only most enjoyable and most thought provoking, but also for least
enjoyed.

Many children voted for one aspect of map making as their

most enjoyed activity and voted for another aspect of the same activ
ity as least liked.
Answering map questions was a category that drew a strong response
on being thought provoking and yet was not nearly as popular as was map
making.
Trip planning was a high point for about one sixth of the chil
dren.

Very few disliked it, yet it was not considered by many to be

thought provoking.
The two unplanned digressions (clay island study in class F and
river study in class H) were fairly popular.

These special topics were

considered in the first place due to interest so it is not surprising
that they were liked.

It is gratifying, however, that both (especially

river study) were considered thought-provoking as well as enjoyable
choices.
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5.

Five of the eight classes, A, B, D, E and H contained a major

ity of students who felt that they learned better when they had to figure
things out for themselves.

Three of these classes (B, E, and H) indi

cated this by a large majority.

No class indicated they learned better

by being told exactly what to do by any similar margin.

In all, stu

dents preferred 82 to 66 to figure things out for themselves over being
told exactly what to do.

Almost ten percent of the students indicated

that they learn equally well by both methods.
6.

The results of question 7 seemed interesting.

They perhaps

illuminate student opinion and perception better than any other question.
Overall results were that, if these students were to study maps further,
they would prefer to deal with already prepared maps (by a small margin)
rather than to make maps.

Upon closer examination we see that two

classes, A and E, strongly preferred map making over map questions,
while classes G and K strongly preferred map questions over map making.
Class E x<?as the one that had had some earlier experiences with map mak
ing.

I was pleased that they enjoyed the activity enough to choose

almost 4 to 1 to do it a third time.

Classes G and H showed map study

or map questions as an obvious favorite.

This was perhaps due to the

very difficult time class G had with their very small scale drawings.
Class H became so involved with their river study that their exposure
to map drawing exercises was greatly reduced.

No special reason seems

to explain class A's preference.
Classes C and D provided most of the responses for trip planning.
Both groups did well in the trip planning and sharing activity, yet it
was still interesting to find so many highly favorable responses.

One

possible reason is that their school was the most rigidly run of the
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four.

Consequently these children might be more prone to enjoy this

least structured, most imagination-oriented exercise.
A number of children responded with a question mark or said
I don't know to question seven.

Seven children responded that they

would do nothing further with maps.
of class B.

Of these seven, five were members

This class was the most negative in question 1 and the

one that responded so negatively during the mid-course evaluation.
They were always ready to express their opinion and fairly able to
plan alternative activities.

They were one of the three classes

which preferred to figure things out for themselves (question 6).
An apparent contradiction may be found in comparing the responses
of questions 5 and 7.

Why would map making be chosen as the most enjoyed

activity by students during the course, but not be selected first as an
activity to be studied further by their own choice?

I can only reiter

ate that the map-making activities contained a great variety of parts,
some of which were popular and some, not.

Also in question 7, children

may have looked ahead realistically and seen that the activities of trip
planning and studying prepared maps (map questions) are much more likely
to be a part of their future.

In any case these two activities drew 93

of the 158 votes.
7.

A large number of children had little insight into the mean

ing of question 8.

I felt this was a central focus of what I was trying

to do since inquiry is our behavior in exploring the unknown, yet the
question appeared to be too indirect an approach to check student under
standing.

Most of the confusion (59 of the 126 incorrect responses)

seemed to lie in the narrow concept of behavior as in "you kids behave."
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It is more difficult to summarize the teachers' reactions because
they do not fall into categories as easily.
tionnaire in Appendix R.)

(Please refer to the ques

All eight teachers mentioned students enjoy

ing the activities, five specifying "enjoyed very much."
reservations along with the support.

Three mentioned

Each reservation x-ras different.

Teacher A felt that her students x<;ere unsure of what was expected.
should have provided more leadership.
was too long to sustain interest.

I

Teacher B felt the class period

Teacher G felt that a few students

dominated discussions so much that boredom was a problem for others.
The teachers observed 19 examples of behavior that denoted stu
dent interest in mapping.

Eight occurred during the sessions x^hile I

was present and 11 occurred between sessions.

They ranged from using

a previously untouched map kit, to bringing in home floor plans, men
tioning maps and geographical information in later discussions, and
using the atlas more.
One teacher felt that no skills were improved (class B) and
another, D, refrained from answering question 2.

The remaining six

made eight different comments on improved skills in the social studies
area.

Map sketches were more accurate.

less fear.

Maps were used more and xd.th

Keys and legends were noticed more.

ing improved mathematics skills were also made.

Five comments concern
Skills in scaling,

measurement, time and mileage relationships, and estimation were seen
to have improved.
When asked how their oxm teaching styles compared to mine, three
teachers, E, F, and H, stated that their teaching was essentially the
same as mine.

I took this to mean that they attempted to develop

inquiry skills in their students.

Four others felt there were
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differences in style and that these differences had to do with inquiry.
Teacher G felt that I used more of a discovery approach, while Teacher
C felt she would take it slower and explain more.
offered too many choices.

Teacher B felt I

Teacher A felt the teacher needed to be more

of a clown and present himself as more of an authority in the end.
Teacher D made no response.
The teachers were asked to identify examples of children’s think
ing, times when they had to figure things out during the course.

Teacher

D in her terse answers to the questionnaire said "right off hand I can’t."
All others named from one to six examples.

Some processes that required

thought were estimations of miles, constructing a model, measuring things
in new and indirect ways, answering certain questions, and choosing scales.
Teacher E felt that her brighter students did very well and were well
stimulated by the activities as presented.

Her slower students, those

working on perhaps the third or fourth grade level in language arts and
mathematics, needed less demanding activities, however.

She was in

alignment with the goals of problem solving, and really saw the need
for problems always to be adjusted to the individual students' level
of ability.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Literary Background

The literature on mapping and inquiry is most interesting to read
and review because it poses so many yet unanswered questions.

In Chapter

II I sought to bring out the elusiveness of a concise definition of
inquiry as a specific process.

Its rationale was much easier to describe,

although there were some very important reservations to adopting inquiry
as the educational process.

Some of these restrictions and recommenda

tions will be reported later in this chapter.
Also in Chapter II I attempted to portray from the literature a
description of the process as it applies to the teacher and classroom.
In this section the role of the textbook and related printed materials,
the role of the teacher and student, and the classroom atmosphere were
described.

It was pointed out that an open, accepting environment pro

viding freedom of movement and expression favors the occurrence of
inquiry.

The teacher should provide the student with choices, selective

guidance, accessibility to a rich source of varied reference materials,
and time to question, ponder, and explore the problems that arise.
In the third portion of Chapter II, I dealt with mapping as a
content area.

In the general mapping section the validity of mapping

as a subject for study was reported from the literature as were the
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skills that are taught through mapping.

Some skills mentioned xjere using

scale, using a legend, using symbols, locating, measuring, inferring, and
interpreting.

Next followed a statement about mental growth and prepared

ness for mapping.

Much disagreement occurred there.

Little seemed to be

known about the development and operation of spatial skills.

Some

researchers did feel that they could sequence tasks and skill development
for children.

Others disagreed.

In the classroom technique section it

was suggested that all kinds of maps be used in many different learning
approaches such as learning stations and independent projects.

Methodology
The main purpose of this study was to produce an inquiry-oriented
curriculum in map making and map interpretation for the intermediate
grades (see Appendix C).

To accomplish this, the study focused on the

observation of a large number of students participating in a short term
inquiry-oriented course in mapping.

The outcome was a description of the

many reactions and occurrences observed in the eight-week experience.
Two unifying factors were a single reference point (the prepared map
curriculum) and the same teacher for all 16 sessions in each of the
eight classrooms.

Observations were written immediately after each of

the 128 sessions and fully detailed in Chapter IV.

Summary of the Findings
The major findings are:
1.

Map making and map interpretation provided a very good con

tent area from which to deyelop an inquiry-oriented curriculum.

No doubt

many other sources would have been equally good, but mapping did seem to
provide numerous possibilities for questioning and investigative work.
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2.

An inquiry curriculum such as this one in mapping crosses

many traditional boundaries between academic disciplines.

This curric

ulum dealt with science, social studies, mathematics, the language arts,
movement, and art.
3.

Uniform beginnings (same teacher, same materials) yielded

many varied investigations and endpoints.

Directions that each of the

eight groups would take in its inquiry were unpredictable, individual,
varied even within classes, fluid, and exciting.

I had to remain con

stantly flexible to avoid overcontrolling or shunting inquiry.
4.

I found that inquiry occurred more often and in more depth

when I provided a class or a small group with a focus (on a problem),
an atmosphere of acceptance, and a predisposition to follow student
interests and deal with student problems as they came up.
5.

The most useful technique I found was to initiate an activity

by developing the problem to be investigated as a group process, sparking
as much interest and excitement as I could.

Then I would step aside to

allow the inquiry to be as much student governed as possible.

If the

problem became too much of a challenge— too frustrating— I x^as always
there to step in and redirect the process.
6.

Careful planning of activities paid off, but each activity

had to be tested individually.

Certain investigations were successful

with one group but a failure in another.

This implies that a flexibil

ity in activities and in approach must be maintained by the teacher.
7.
class

The better the rapport I had with a group, the better the

discussions and inquiry.

I tried to get to know the children

and their interests from the first day.

Some groups and individuals
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were just more resistant to this than others.

The ones that were friend

lier and more open generally did have better experiences with the mapping.
8.

The most success experienced in the study occurred during

investigations that extended over a long period of time.

I tried to

encourage this, but it seemed to happen only when the children were
ready for and interested in the problem.
9.
time.

I had expected too much to happen in too short a period of

Good examples of involved inquiry might and did happen at any

time, planned or unplanned.

The key to good teaching, I concluded, is

to stimulate inquiry in any way possible and always be prepared to
detect it and urge it along when it begins.

In this way you do not

(and cannot) make it happen but you actively encourage it.

And it is

the amount and depth of these experiences in the long run that deter
mine quality inquiry teaching.

Implications for Teaching and Learning
Six major, interrelated implications seem to have evolved from
this study:
1.

Inquiry is a high level process of the human mind.

As such

it is difficult to plan for, produce, and sustain with any regularity.
But with a lot of well directed effort on the part of the teacher,
inquiry with increasing skill and quality does happen.

A good guide is

that progress in student inquiry behavior is a slow but steady process.
A patient, sustained effort is essential.
2.

Emphasis on inquiry is an integrating process.

Inquiry-

oriented studies do not respect traditional subject matter boundaries,
but rather tend to ignore or even erase them.

This will seem a positive
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factor to some and negative to others.

For the classroom teacher it

implies a need for flexibility to integrate the use of time in the
daily schedule.

An inquiring student may be exercising mathematical,

language, and science skills in his pursuit of a particular problem.
3.

Classroom activity will range from Xv’hole group discussions

and common beginnings to completely individualized investigations.

This

is the range of activity that will be found and also the pattern most
often occurring.

As the problem is introduced the group may operate as

a unit to identify the problem and attempt a solution.

The unity is

often short-lived, however; while some may lose interest, others will
invariably focus on different approaches to or aspects of the problem
causing division into several subgroups.

To some teachers this may seem

to be a disadvantage; yet only at this stage have individual student
interests been indicated.
4.

An individualized program is in the making.

The teacher's role in the inquiry process is crucial and

requires great skill.

The goal for the teacher must be to allow and

encourage students to exercise their growing skills in questioning,
problem solving, and evaluating.

To achieve this goal the teacher

must continually evaluate his need to intervene, question, and redi
rect.

Equally important is his determination of when not to inter

vene, but remain open to students' questions and directions, to allow
spontaneous inquiries whether on the schedule or not, to remain flex
ible in the light of new interests and demands on preplanned time,
and to subordinate content to process.
5.

Mapping, it appears, has a very good potential for use with

intermediate-aged children.

Most of them express a natural curiosity

for map making and map interpretation.

Good examples of success can be
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seen when students are encouraged to use the inquiry approach in the
study of mapping.

Through the combination of the inquiry approach

and mapping studies, the following skills may be increased:

Observing,

measuring, calculating, scaling, classifying, analyzing, inferring,
hypothesizing, drawing conclusions, and evaluating.
6.

No satisfactory answer was found either in my research or

in the literature to the question of intellectual development and the
appropriateness of inquiry to this process.

At what age is the child

most ready for the various skills involved in inquiry?
to push high level processes into the lower grades.
some?

Beneficial to all?

The tendency is

Is that harmful to

I think entire studies could focus on this

problem as it applies to this curriculum, mapping in general, and
inquiry teaching as a methodology.
In summary, the evaluation of inquiry literature and the find
ings and implications of this study may be interesting or provocative
to some readers, yet it is my hope that the briefer, more narrox^ly
focused inquiry-oriented curriculum in map making and make interpreta
tion for the intermediate grades that was a direct outgrowth of the
study will prove to be of greater value to more individuals.

For that

reason it is available to all readers as Appendix C of this study and
is to be considered the ultimate finding of this research.

APPENDIX A
STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Would you take a few minutes of careful thinking and writing to
let me know some of your thoughts about what we've done together?
Please answer on the blank sheet of paper.

1.

Thank you.

How much did you enjoy our experiences together?
and write it on the answer sheet.)

(Choose one word

A. Great, B. Good, C. O.K., or

D. Unpleasant.
2.

How much did you learn from our eight weeks together?
one answer.)

(Again choose

A. A great deal, B. Some new things, C. Not much, or

D. Nothing new.
3.

What part of the mapping did you enjoy most?

4.

What part did you like the least?

5.

Name a few examples of times when you had to figure things out for
yourself during the mapping activities.

6.

Do you learn better when you are told exactly what to do or when you
are to figure things out for yourself?

7.

If you were going to study maps further, what kinds of things would
you do?

8.

A famous educator once said, "Intelligence is not a matter of how
much you know how to do, but how you behave when you don't know
what to do."

What do you think he meant?

APPENDIX B
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
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TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

While your students are filling out their questionnaire, will
you also help me by answering the following questions.
provide me with helpful insights.
answers.

1.

They will surely

Please use a blank sheet for your

Thank you.

Did your students enjoy the kind of activities I was able to present?
How much or how little?

What examples of interest have you seen in

or out of class?
2.

Have you seen examples of skills or knowledge from mapping appear
in other subjects in your classroom?

Can you describe them for me

please?
3.

How different from your own teaching style did you find my teaching
of the mapping activities?

What significance do you place in this?

Do you have any other comments?
4.

One of the questions asked of the kids is "Name a few examples of
times when you had to figure things out for yourself during the
mapping activities."

Can you recall several examples of this

behavior you have observed?

APPENDIX C
AN INQUIRY-ORIENTED CURRICULUM IN MAP MAXING AND
MAP INTERPRETATION FOR THE INTERMEDIATE GRADES
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AN INQUIRY-ORIENTED CURRICULUM IN MAP MAKING AND
MAP INTERPRETATION FOR THE INTERMEDIATE GRADES

A Philosophical Rationale for the Inquiry Approach

Definition
Individuals in many academic disciplines engage in active
research.

Investigations may differ in content, and to some extent in

methodology, but basically researchers in physics and psychology,
anthropology and biology, or mathematics and history all carry out
these inquiries.

In fact, it would not be incorrect to say that sci

ence, social or natural, is_ inquiry.

And inquiry is investigation,

figuring something out, or laying groundwork for making a decision.
It is helpful to realize that the fields mentioned above and many
others share the investigative approach in seeking knowledge.

In the

natural sciences, especially, many are comforted by the familiar
"Scientific Method."

Supposedly, scientists rigorously carry out the

following five steps in gaining knowledge.
a problem,

They (1) identify and state

(2) formulate hypotheses, (3) search for evidence to test

the hypotheses,

(4) assess the validity of the hypotheses, (5) revise

the hypotheses if necessary, and (6) apply the conclusions to similar
problems (Kuslan and Stone, 1968).

Even if we agree that science is

inquiry, a standard sterile list of steps a scientist carries out,
which lead to discovery of the unknown, does not provide us with
insight into the true nature of the thought of the scientist.
Some find a list of processes that inquirers utilize to be
helpful in defining inquiry.

Such processes, according to Science-

A Process Approach (an American Association for the Advancement of
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Science curriculum), might be observing, measuring, estimating, predict
ing, comparing, classifying, experimenting, communicating, inferring,
analyzing, and drawing out inductions.

Because each of these processes

can be behaviorally defined and each contributes to investigation,
process science programs are now enjoying some popularity.

Difficulty

arises in that no single process, or even a collection of processes,
insures that a major behavior, inquiry, is going on.

Adding up parts

or sub-behaviors does not necessarily constitute a whole or a major,
complex behavior.
problem.

They need to be motivated by a moderate to strong interest

within the child.
cation.

These sub-behaviors must occur in the context of a

Even

And they need to occur with some degree of sophisti

more complex behaviors as discovery, problem solving,

deduction, induction, creative thinking, and critical thinking are only
components of inquiry, although they often are given as synonyms.
For me, the only acceptable definition of inquiry requires the
description of its salient features which are attitudinal in nature.
These attitudes are embodied in the actions described below and their
detection might be a prime criterion for the occurrence of inquiry.
When in pursuit of knowledge, the inquirer:
1.

detects and to some extent defines a problem.

An inquirer

indeed is prone to see his environment as a myriad of problems to be
investigated.
2.

tries to move toward greater understanding of the problem,

its factors, and its solution.
3.

exhibits an interest and involvement in his work.

4.

makes use of the variety of resources (literature, objects,

and people) that are available to him.
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5.

examines all conceivable possibilities as hypotheses, or at

least all that are practical.

Or as P. W. Bridgman (in The prospect for

intelligence, The Yale Review, 1945, _34, 450) has explained it, "doing
one's damnedest with one's mind, no holds barred."
6.

follows leads, not fearing dead ends or wrong decisions.

In

fact he expects them.
7.

withholds judgment until all the evidence is in.

8.

seeks closure on the matter only when the problem is reduced

to a very simple, obvious matter, when the problem is quite thoroughly
worked out, or when a decision based on his conclusion must be made.
9.

makes decisions that are consistent with the evidence he has

collected.

He thus attempts to be objective, unbiased, and insightful,♦

in the hope of reaching the best conclusion in the
10.

long run.

continues his search (or reopens it) upon disclosure of new

and conflicting information.
It is hoped that this definition does not too loosely describe
the process of inquiry.

A tighter, more behaviorally-defined descrip

tion is difficult to find agreement upon and is probably not very help
ful to the development of the student of inquiry.

With inquiry thus

defined, a philosophical rationale can now be developed for the inquiry
approach.

Rationale
Several values inherent in the inquiry approach and missing in
the alternatives should be stated clearly as they constitute the
strength of the approach.

Two specific cautions follow as well.
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Value 1.

Problems, their detection, delineation, and solution,

are so characteristic of academic fields and everyday life, that they
can only be described as highly relevant to any curricula.

Ability to

investigate problems or general interests is a vital concern, therefore,
to any educational undertaking.
Value 2.

The exercise of inquiry increases the intellectual

potency of the learner.
Value 3.

The tendency of inquiry-oriented work is to draw upon

intrinsic motivation rather than to depend predominantly on the extrin
sic.

This begins the upward moving spiral of children liking their

schoolwork because it follows their interests.

Thus they do more school-

work as they broaden and deepen these interests.
Value 4.

Retrieval of items from memory is expedited due to the

greater organization of knowledge gained by the active process of learn
ing it.
Value 5.
of interest.

Becoming a good inquirer is transferable to new areas

(Items two through five are paraphrased points Jerome

Bruner makes in The act of discovery, Harvard Educational Review, 1961,
31, 21-32.

They are made in the context of being experimentally based

yet not of proven validity in the school.)
Value 6.

Inquiry is a good vehicle to deemphasize compartmen-

talization of learning.

Most living and learning activities quite

naturally dip into one area after another as we carry out a task or
solve a problem.

Diversified aspects of a problem and an interdis

ciplinary approach to it should be welcomed because it is a natural
approach to learning.

Children characteristically exhibit this

approach until they are trained to do otherwise.
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Value 7.

Rebellion against oppression is an unheard-of problem

in inquiry-oriented teaching.

This is not to say that the teacher need

not be well aware of the chaos that lack of direction or frustration from
the lack of easy answers can bring.
Value 8.

Inquiry, while requiring the teacher to take a chance

in facing the unknown, is quite often a great source of satisfaction to
both students and teacher.

A successfully developing inquiry program

exhibits students who are more and more competently charting their own
directions, finding and using resources, and showing confidence in their
ability to come to reasonable conclusions.
Caution 1.

Generating praise for the technique of inquiry is

not to be taken as a statement that the content approach or the activ
ity approach should be abandoned.

I stress inquiry only because of its

merit and because it is so often the missing element in a curriculum
which may otherwise be well rounded.
many intricacies.

Inquiry is a skill which involves

It perhaps needs to be stated that the skill of

inquiring can grow in each individual just as do many other skills
that educators attend to with more regularity.
Caution 2.

Mapping is not some golden subject area to be revered.

In many respects it is merely a tool to help us understand other subjects.
An inquiry-oriented curriculum could be designed in any of a thousand sub
ject areas relevant to elementary students.

It is hoped that this follow

ing treatment of map making and map interpretation with an inquiry approach
will be of great help to teachers in their map teaching.

More importantly,

it should help them with their skills and attitudes toward teaching in
general.
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A Practical Guide to the Use of Inquiry
Teachers who basically agree with the philosophical approach out
lined in the previous section may find the following brief list of teach
ing suggestions particularly helpful.

With these suggestions as a basis,

teachers will have to evolve their own teaching style consistent with
their unique talents, personality, and teaching situation.
1.

Be a inquirer yourself.

On many problems, puzzles, and sub

ject areas, you can learn with the children.

By doing so, you present a

model of a learner to your students and reduce the potential for boredom
from repetition.
2.

If any topic or problem generates a special interest, follow

that interest to whatever depths the inquiry will take you.

None of the

suggested activities that follow are sacred, so if any do not stimulate
interest, discard them.
3.

Encourage children to begin to take on responsibility for the

direction of their investigations as well as for what subjects or prob
lems they study.

Student direction can, in fact, be an indicator of how

well the inquiry process is progressing in your classroom.
4.

While becoming involved in the learning process and promoting

student independence and self-direction, be aware of the possible conflict
in these two roles.

No rules can be made about whether or not you should

interject a comment or point a direction in a discussion.

Using the major

criterion of maximum student growth, teachers can use only their common
sense and their deepest insights in determining their day-to-day actions.
5.
activity.

Use your influence as teacher to promote meaningful inquiry
Your enthusiasm for a subject or the solution of a problem
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may be highly contagious and thereby significantly strengthen your
program.
6.

Provide for the use of accessory resources.

This can be

done through having as rich a classroom environment as possible in terms
of a general assortment of books, magazines, charts, maps, cloth, card
board, wood, hardware, etc.

Also you may wish to make comments that

lead an investigation into an area in which the classroom or school has
known resources.

Caution should be used here so as not to subvert the

entire inquiry process in trying to promote student experimentation with
prepared resources.
7.

Encourage a variety of group sizes in implementing your

inquiry-oriented curriculum.
problems.

There is no natural or best way to solve

Some investigations call for involvement of a whole class,

while others require a small group approach.

Often a pair works well

because it allows the possibility of disparate points of view, yet both
members are likely to be instrumental in working out the problems.
8.

Allow, of course, short term problem-solving opportunities,

perhaps even at a special time each day, but do not neglect an in-depth
investigation when the occasion presents itself.

One good question and

its solution often lead to other questions.
9.

Constantly evaluate the thinking behavior you observe in

your classroom and constantly try to increase your understanding of the
subtleties of inquiry process.

In doing this you will move toward being

a facilitator of inquiry as an integral part of your teaching.
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An Annotated List of Suggested Mapping.Activities
The following list of suggestions will surely fail if it is taken
as some sort of mandate or material that must be covered.

It is intended

only as a help to the teachers who must apply their imagination in full
measure.

It is in no way a comprehensive list.
It is my belief that the procedure of including numerous questions

similar to ones teachers might normally ask in the course of teaching is a
way of helping them implement inquiry-directed lessons.

It is through the

stimulation of an unordered or perplexing element of the environment and/or
the presentation of provocative questions that the student begins to
inquire, to investigate, and to solve problems.

In fact, I would put

forth the position that just having one good map, a small group of stu
dents, and a perceptive teacher is probably enough to develop an entire
unit on mapping that is inquiry oriented.

One or two good questions can

develop a sustained interest and encourage the group to formulate its
own direction.

Activities Dealing with Commercially
Constructed Maps
la.

Compose questions on topographic maps of your home town for

the students to discuss.
"How far is it from your school to the post office?"
"How many features (buildings, streets, water towers, etc.) can
you think of that are so new they are not included on the map?"
"Name five facts that the map tells you about the river running
through town.

Name two things you can infer from facts the map shox^s."

"Why do you suppose the town grextf to be the shape it is on the
map?

What evidence does the map provide that you are correct?"

Ill

lb.

Provide the students with an aerial photograph of their

hone area and ask questions.
"What looks the most different to you from this perspective
(directly above)?

Are there things you cannot recognize?"

"Find the route you take from your house to your school."
"How can you tell how many inches equal one mile in this photo
graph?"
"Can you tell what time of day this photograph was taken?
day of the week?

What time of year?

evidence do you use?

What year?

From how high?

What
What

How sure can you be?"

"For what purposes is an aerial photograph better than a topo
graphic map?
lc.

Vice versa?"
Provide the students with a road atlas and ask questions.

"Look through the atlas.

How many different kinds of maps are

included?"
"In planning a road trip from Atlanta to Denver, what consider
ations would you have to make in deciding a route?
fastest way?

The shortest way?

What would be the

The most scenic way?"

"Study the state maps of two states you have never been to.
Based on the maps, what are the differences between them?
you prefer to live in?

Why?

Which would

Would you ever choose a place to live

based partly or mostly on studying that place on a map?"
"How many lakes are there in Minnesota?
or an estimate?

Name the biggest one.

Is your answer exact

Find the smallest one.

What

do you suppose would be a good definition of a lake?"
l d.

Provide the students with a physical map, landform map,

or a physiographic map and ask questions.
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"Does the fact that there are no words on some of these maps keep
you from understanding them?

What have you learned by studying this map?

Can this map help you learn things that other maps you have seen cannot?"
"Suppose you lived long ago.

How do you suppose government offi

cials decided to divide the United States' land into the separate states?
What ideas might you have had for making states?

See if you can find out

somewhere how the decisions were really made."
"Based on this map, which state probably has the most scenic vari
ety?

Why do you think so?"
"When large parts of North America were being sold, would a map

like this have been useful?

What kinds of maps were available then?"

"As a leader of a wagon train, use this map to plan your trail
from New York to the West coast.
account?

What factors need to be taken into

Look up some of the famous westward expansion trails in the

history books.

Remember that you may have had more knowledge to plan

with than they did.
le.

How do the actual trails compare with yours?"

Provide the students with the Population Distribution:

1970 map and the Percent Change in Total Population by Counties;
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to 1970 map (from the Bureau of the Census, U.S. Dept, of Commerce) and
ask questions.
"Which state shows the most diversity in gain and loss among
its counties for the ten year period?

Can you guess why?"

"What places are the United States frontiers of today, the places
still attracting people?

What makes these places attractive do you sup

pose?"
"Only one county in Alaska lost more than 10% in population.
you determine why?
you?"

Can

If not, where might you get some information to help
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"State several conclusions you can draw from information pre
sented on either map.

Do any of the conclusions require the use of

both maps used together?"
Comment:

In suggesting the various parts of activity one, I

have tried to stress provocative questions which will give depth to
this type of activity.

The questions are, I believe, interesting for

the children to figure out and have some potential for sustaining dis
cussion and developing further questions and inquiry.

I must also

recommend that children have free time to examine the maps and ask
their own questions before the teacher interjects his questions.

Ques

tions, moreover, should be asked in a sequence so that the child builds
up confidence through success with easier questions at the beginning.
Atlases have not even been mentioned (other than the easily
accessible road atlases or maps) although with their great variety
they can provide an abundance of physical, cultural, political, eco
nomic, and historic data in fresh and interesting ways when used as
resources for elementary students involved in inquiry.

The major cau

tion I would mention here, in conjunction with using commercially made
maps, would be for you, as a teacher, to encourage thinking rather than
covering material.

Emphasis should be on the process of learning and

on improvement in children's abilities to conduct and sustain inquiry.
Further, I would encourage the teacher to integrate the reading of maps
with the drawing of maps.

Uniting these two phases of map work will

tend to provide mutual reinforcement; reading of standardized maps
helps to develop the skills of drawing original maps while the experi
ences of drawing maps will produce many new insights in reading prepared
maps.
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2.

Determine to what extent children can distinguish between

factual and debatable questions.

Use maps and questions like those in

activity one, but follow up the discussion with an inquiry into the
questions themselves.
"Is that the only possible answer to our question?"
"Is it the best answer?

What makes it best?"

"Would the opinion of an American and a European be the same
on that question?"
Comment:

Thinking about how we think is an important part of

the maturing process.

Here is a good chance to point out examples of

how an apparently simple question or simple situation is not really so
straightforward.

Children learn to deal with the real world of guesses,

biases, ambiguities, and controversy.
3.

Prepare questions that require decision making by students

with a variety of maps as a resource.
"If you had to live within 300 miles of New York City, what
state would you choose to live in?

Where is that state?

How did you

decide?"
"Choose one of the following as your business— aircraft engine
parts distributor, shoemaker, art imports, meatpacker, cotton farmer.
Where would be a wise place for you to set up your business?
maps help you to decide?

What kinds of maps are helpful?

How can

Are there

some businesses for which the location doesn't matter?"
Comment:

The attempt is obviously to personalize a problem that

may have many ramifications.

Children are encouraged to use maps of all

kinds as well as any other resources they can think of (e.g., past expe
rience, the telephone, charts, almanacs, etc.).
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4.

Using any kind of map, have children list the man-made items

symbolized or labeled on the map.

They may also draw up a contrasting

list of natural elements.
Comment:

As well as exercising basic map reading skills, this

exercise may greatly educate the children in the area of man's impact
on the environment.

They must classify, interpret, and analyze their

environment on the basis of map symbols.
5.

Have children use and create ways of describing positions

and relationships on different kinds of maps.
"Find some object on the map.

Don't name it; just describe it

and I'll see if I can guess what and where it is from your description.
How many other ways can you describe the location of your object?"
"Pick an object on the map other than the post office (or toxm,
or junction of two routes, whatever is appropriate to the map you are
using).

Where in relation to the post office is it?

Describe the rela

tionship carefully so I can guess which object you had in mind.
many other ways can we

How

describe the relationship of position of two

obj ects?"
Comment:

This activity requires children to read map symbols

and solve a problem.

These activities emphasize convergent thinking.

The opportunity to stress divergent (creative) thinking is also present,
however, if you, as teacher, take the time and make a serious effort to
develop with the children a variety of ways to describe location and
spatial relationships.
6.

Provide two or more maps that roughly cover the same area.

Have the children analyze the differences between them and the reasons
for these differences.
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"Are these naps of the same place on Earth?
between these two maps do you notice?

What differences

Let's list them.

Why do you sup

pose two such different maps of the same place would be made?
for different uses?

Are they for different people?

Are they

Is the difference

only one of cost or quality?"
"If you were a tourist in California, vrtiich of these maps would
you choose?

Why?"

Comment:

Here is a good context for analysis where children are

almost guaranteed success in detecting differences.

More careful ques

tioning may be required in eliciting the why questions, but success
should be possible here, too.

This activity is a good opportunity to

stress the tremendous variety of information that can be conveyed by
maps.

You could even make a project of collecting as many different

kinds of maps of the United States as the class can find.

Activities Involving the
Making of Maps
1.

Have the students draw a map, perhaps of their city, from

an aerial photograph.
"How are you going to decide what information from the photo
graph to include?

What do you want your map to show?

Are you going to

make your map the same size as the photograph or make it bigger?
can you make it bigger?
beled photograph?
Comment:

How

How do you know what objects are on the unla

How will your friends know what they are on your map?"
You will not have to ask most of the questions above;

they will be handled by the children themselves in the process.

While

this activity may be seen as a busywork exercise, I have tried to show
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by the questions that the children have to think out decisions as they
go along.
2.

Let the children measure things.

"How long is our classroom from front to back?
Now measure it.

Now measure it with another method.

could help you measure it faster.

Take a guess.
Make a tool that

Did you know that geologists often

use their step to measure distances when they work in the field?

(see

comment) Would you like to know how they do it?"
"Hox? many ways can we figure out hox? to measure the height of
a tree or building?"
"How could you measure short time and long time if you had no
watch?

There are many ways you can use to get close.

Let's figure

out some of them."
Comment:

I have suggested some basic measuring exercises.

such exercises lead nicely into map making.
divergent as well as convergent thinking.

Many

All of them can help with
The wording and sequence of

questions x<rill have to be planned carefully for different age and abil
ity groups.

When limits of thinking ability are reached it probably is

better to stop than to push on by telling ansx^ers and broadly hinting.
You can easily teach children how to measure distances along the
ground by having each child measure his stride.

This can be done by

having the children x?alk with normal gait along a tape measure.

The

distance to the point where the tenth step xvith the left foot is placed,
having started x^ith the right, is recorded.

That distance is simply

divided by 10 to find the average distance for one stride.

This knoxm

measure can then be used as a standard of moderate accuracy to deter
mine unknoxra distances.
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3.

Ask the children to make a map of their home or apartment

and the yard around it.
"In what ways are your house and yard different from others?
Can you show these differences on a map?"
"Could a friend seeing this map without a title know it is your
house?"
"Why do you think people make maps of houses and property?"
Comment:

This type of activity can be done with the very young

or as one of the initial mapping activities.

Also it can be done (or

repeated) as a culminating activity with attention paid to scale,
detail, accuracy, and symbolism.
early.

Do not expect too much discovery too

By sharing maps with classmates and using commercially prepared

maps, students will grow through self-evaluation.

The everyday deci

sions about whether to tell how to do something or to await the slow
and often frustrating discovering are painful ones for the concerned
teacher.

Good judgment is essential to achieve the properly balanced

diet most helpful to each student's needs.
4.

Have each child describe and map the route from the school

to his home.
"Is your map clear?
way to your house?

Test it out on a friend.

Did he find his

Could he find the location of your house on a

detailed city map?"
"What would be the clearest way to explain a proper route to a
friend?

See if people understand and remember better from oral instruc

tions, written instructions, or a map?"
Comment:

A great deal can be made of an exercise such as this

both in experimenting with various modes of communication and in
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evaluation of effectiveness of these inodes.
students to construct maps and

It may be good practice for

compose descriptions in a mapping curric

ulum but the essence of this lesson really lies in the analysis and eval
uation of the effectiveness of the techniques used.

I would favor this

view, for it is only in such treatment of the original activity (mapping)
that this exercise becomes active inquiry rather than practice of rather
elementary mapping skills.
5.

Encourage the children to extend their range of mapping

skills and problem-solving techniques by suggesting unusual map-making
activities.
"Can you think of a map that expresses three dimensions on a
flat piece of paper?

Ikw can you make one?

Think of something that

exists in three dimension in your classroom (like air temperature).
How can you make a map showing all three dimensions (length, width,
and height or length, width, and time)?"
"Choose an object or place smaller than an 8 1/2 x 11 inch piece
of paper.

Can you enlarge the area in size as you map it, filling the

entire piece of paper?

Who can you think of that might do this kind

of mapping?"
"Choose something that you know exists but cannot be seen.
can't you see it?
it?

Can you make a map of it?

Do it.

Why

How accurate is

Can you name several things underground that people have mapped

for special reasons?

What are they?"

"You know that your tongue can help you recognize different
tastes.

Can you make a map of your tongue that tells where on your

tongue you can taste salt, sugar, lemon, and quinine water?
these four substances represent the four basic tastes.

(Teacher—

They can be
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dabbed on the tongue by means of a cotton swab.)
pare with the map in a biology textbook?

How does your map com

What method do you suppose the

biologist uses?"
"How would you make an accurate map of the stars?
you do it?

What shape would the map be?

What would the scale be?

would you show the size and distance of the stars?
map?

Where would
How

Would you label the

Compare your map to star maps in books."
Comment:

These activities are perhaps most valuable as a follow

up of more basic mapping activities to encourage development of a broader
perspective toward mapping.

They can be challenging, however, and may be

optional or reserved for only the few who are especially interested.

Miscellaneous Games, Puzzles,
and Short Term-Projects
1.

Conduct a hunt for resource maps through the local community

and through the mail.
"Who can you think of that uses maps in their work?
purposes are the many maps used?

For what

Are we defining maps broadly enough?

Has anyone looked up the meaning in a dictionary?

What would be a good

definition for us to use?"
"By Monday see how many different kinds of maps you can find and
bring them into class.

See if you can find at least one kind of map that

no one else thought of."
Comment:

This might be a good discussion orientation and follow

up activity with which to begin a map study unit.

The students are

encouraged to be imaginative in their planning, concrete in their defini
tion, and practical in their map acquisition.

Thus their introductory

probe involves three important kinds of thinking activity and is partic
ipation oriented.
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2.

Have the children construct a large scale map of the United

States covering the classroom floor.
marked off.

Regional or state areas can be

Tape or water base paint can be used for this purpose.

"How large a scale can we use to fill the room with this map?
What marks or symbols can we use to show various features in different
parts of the country?
map?

What features would be good to symbolize on this

How does seeing such a large scale map of our country change your

feeling about it?"
Comment:

Here is a chance to encourage group problem solving

as the United States map is scaled and positioned within the classroom.
The contents of the map are also to be determined by a class decision as
the one map belongs to the entire class.

A significant impression may

be made upon the children because of familiarity with the outline map of
the United States and the large size of this map.

After its construc

tion, the map may be used as a tool for reporting weather and news region
by region and for illustrating such concepts as population, production,
travel, and physiography.

The teacher is encouraged to be sure of a

fairly high interest level in such a project before embarking, however.
If the children resent the infringing of the map upon their movement, the
map's beneficial possibilities may quickly vanish.
3.
board.

Tack a United States map or your state map onto some card

As a child throws darts at the map, he describes a trip he is

taking according to dartfall.

He must be prepared to describe means and

routes of travel, general geography, and sights of interests all on the
spur of the moment.
Comment:

Like the next six, this activity is best suited to a

small group of about three to ten.

The activity may be used especially
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to promote extemporaneous speaking mainly concerning previous knowledge.
Or it may be used more as a means of setting the parameters on an indepth planning of a trip.
4.

Tack a sheet with the outline of a state or an island onto

the same cardboard.

According to dartfall, draw in various topographic

and cultural features.

Your map is thus composed somewhat by chance, but

the land can be described in some detail by its creator and new owner.
Comment:

The dart throw element is merely glitter added to the

intended task of the creation of a map depicting various natural and
human elements.

The success or failure of this venture does depend upon

the motivation and its resultant delving into the complex interrelation
ships of the mapped elements.
5.

As a space filler, use a few minutes of globe spinning.

With eyes closed and finger pointed at the globe's surface, the student
spins the globe and becomes a native of the land pointed to when the
globe stops.

The native must then describe his life and country.

This

may be done as a spur-of-the moment speech or with comments from the
group if they know facts or have ideas.
"What are your people like?
What is your climate?
countryside like?
populated?

What do most people do for work?

What countries do you trade with?

What are your main cities?

Do you have any port cities?

your country?

What is your

Is your country highly

What are the main exports of

What languages do your people speak?"

Comment:

If your students use and take seriously the sample

questions, this time filler may become the starting point for a major
study.

Atlases, economic and physical maps, almanacs, and encyclopedias

may be used.

Even without the element of country study, the globe
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spinning activity is a good way to teach patterns and relationships of
land, water, terrain and national boundaries in a discovery mode rather
than in an expository way.

It cannot be maintained that the discovery

in this case is planned or guided in the way systematic inquiry is often
described as operating; while this fact should be noted, it need not be
viewed as any less valid a discovery or learning process.
6.

Construct a design or a drawing from a map.

Using only one

way communication, carefully describe the diagram or map to the children
as they try to draw it based only on your oral cues.
Comment:

This simple game can quickly become an investigation

into modes of communication as you vary and extend the process described
above.

For instance, allow two-way communication.

the describing.

Allow children to do

Analyze the mistakes in the drawings.

time restraints have.

See what effects

A conceptual outcome of this exercise may well be

a greater appreciation for the value of a map or drawing for communicat
ing positional relationships.

You may want to set this activity up on

job cards for small groups of about five to ten, and somehow standardize
the results for comparison and study purposes.
7.

Perhaps as a sidelight in a discussion centering around a

world map or a United States map, where the countries or states are
colored differently, no two of the same color being adjacent, pose a
mathematical problem.
"What is the smallest number of colors you need to color in the
states with no touching of two states with the same color?
know your answer is correct?
Comment:
work with maps.

Can you show it?

How do you

Can you prove it?"

This problem-solving exercise can fit well into your
Not everyone need work on it.

It can be suggested to
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the whole class or to a specially interested group.

It can be a job card

in a nap center.
8.
able atlas.

Cut out one and one-half inch diameter circles from an expend
The students try to identify the location of the segment from

clues included in their segment.

A whole reference atlas will of course

need to be available.
Comment:

It is suggested that this be done on job cards numbered

from the easiest to the hardest.

Children in twos to fours will probably

comprise the optimal group size.

Care should be taken in cutting circles

to include clues that will tend to promote success from attention to map
symbols and use of logic rather than to promote frustration or random
searching.

A home state map could also be used for younger children.

Smaller circles would be appropriate for older children.
9.

Conduct a treasure hunt.

The treasure can be a mistake or

inaccuracy in a map.
Comment:
map study.

This might best be suggested near the beginning of your

It can be presented as a contest if you wish.

for conducting a hunt as a long-term process is twofold.

The rationale
If the children

take the challenge seriously, they will add a new dimension of attention
to their map reading.

Moreover, the finding of errors, unclarities, con

tradictions, misplacements and uncharted changes will help to instill a
more discerning attitude in their interpretation of map data.

The limi

tations of map making may thus be taught.

Activities Likely to Become Long-Range
Projects or Thematic Investigations
1.

Have children follow and later lay out orienteering courses

(pathfinding by compass and stride).
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"What kinds of jobs or situations might require orienteering
similar to what we are doing?"
"Which part of orienteering requires more accuracy, setting up
the course or following it?"
"Would orienteering be easier or more difficult on a place like
the moon or a flat desert without familiar landmarks?"
Comment:

Children generally appreciate the chance to work out

side, but be prepared for possible uncontrolled exuberance.

The use of

orienteering to locate a treasure can be a powerful motivating force in
channeling this exuberance.

The technical details of orienteering using

compass and pace or stride measurements are to be found in any scouting
manual or library book on outdoor lore.

(For a more complete treatment

you might purchase Be Expert with Map & Compass— The "Orienteering" Hand
book by B. Kjellstrom, for $3.50 from Charles Scribner's Sons, 1967.)
Besides teaching basic distance, direction, and map skills, the valuable
attitudes of striving for accuracy and being aware of the limitations of
maps are likely to be instilled in activities such as following and lay
ing out orienteering courses.

Evaluation and purpose can also be treated

during and after such activities.
2.

Construct a small city, island, national park, or state in

three dimensions.

After enjoying it as a model to build, play with, and

examine, make a map of even smaller scale in two dimensions.

Also intro

duce the problem of contouring if the children are ready for it.
"Would you like to build a little village or island?
rials could we use to give it shape and strength?
with it?

What mate

What games can we play

If our village is to be like a real one, what have we to put in

to make it right?

What have we left out?"
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Comment:

It is suggested that the teacher allow and encourage

the exploratory play stage to run its full course with minimal teacher
direction following the initial question above.

Then, many of the ques

tions that follow the initial one may be asked and answered by the chil
dren themselves.

Spontaneity is of the essence here because the children

may be much more amenable to measuring and mapping activities if they
truly own the island or city they constructed.

Many substantive and

concept areas can be reached through the use of such a project, although
one would not want to diminish the enthusiasm by extending the activity
beyond students' natural interests.

Concepts that may be approached in

this way are scales and scaling, topography, cross sectioning, community
planning, and environmental resources.
3.

Have students make a large map of a whole imaginary country

or small continent.

Allow and encourage them to use atlases and other

written resources to produce a map with as much detail as the group or
person is able to handle.
Comment:

Let the children have a great deal of free reign in

determining their imaginary country.

They will know and pick up ideas

about what will make a good, interesting, and complete map.

Especially

with previous experience in map viewing, they may x^ell x^ant to consider
scale, terrain, cities, transport systems, natural resources, and cli
mate.

Sharing of plans should be encouraged.

This kind of activity

might be used at the beginning and at the end of the year to illustrate
to children and to yourself how much your children have groxm in mapping
sophistication.
4.
a trip.

Show slides, movies, or pictures to provide starter ideas for

Students then begin to plan a real or imaginary trip.

Have
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resources available to help them plan perhaps a 21 day, $300 trip with
specific routes, distances, expenses, sights, and activities.
"Is $300 reasonable?

Do you need more for the whole family or

will you be traveling with a friend and sharing expenses?"
"Is 21 days a reasonable length of time for your interests,
money, and distance to be covered?"
"What would you like to see and do?
How do you get there?

How far is it?

Is an ordinary family car suitable?"

"Where will you stay along the way?
to see, sights or activities to stop for?
in motels or hotels?

Where would you go for this?

Are there friends or relatives
Will you be camping or staying

Do your traveling expenses fit your budget?

Will

you eat at restaurants, buy peanut butter and bread, or cook over a camp
fire?"
"How much distance can you cover each day?
the area you're in?

How?

Will this depend on

Will you want to spend several days in one

place, but want to rush through another?"
Comment:

Children will want to share their trips, especially if

they have put a lot of imagination into the planning.

This activity has

worked well when rushed through in only two to three days and ought to
yield even better results if longer time is available.
will work best if they are two to four in number.
making is heightened.

Often groups

Feedback and decision

If encouraged, children will enjoy the sharing of

their trip in a variety of forms.

Plays, humorous sketches, dramatic or

choral readings, skits, puppet shows, or a journal of the trip may natu
rally appear.

To make this activity most likely to succeed, it is highly

recommended that you provide and encourage the use of a variety of
resources.

You may want to set up a map or travel corner in your room.
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Brochures, books, and maps should be gathered.

Encourage children to use

the telephone and to question their parents or neighbors for further infor
mation and guidance.
5.

Give the students imaginary ownership of about a square mile

of land where they choose.

Have them conduct an investigation into the

many varied kinds of rights over the land that ownership brings.
"Do you own the sky above your land?
home?

How close?

Can a pilot fly over your

Can a nearby industry pollute your air?

How much?

"Can the state put a highway through your land even if you don’t
want them to?

What happens?"

"Are you allowed to keep all people off your land?

If not, what

exceptions are there?"
"How do you know for sure where your property ends?"
"Can you sell the water above, on, and under the surface of your
land?

Can you legally dam up a stream x^hich would keep your neighbor

from getting water?

Can another neighbor do this to you?"

"Can you sell the oil that lies below you?

Can you sell the

right to oil that might be belox-7 you to someone x^ho wants to take a
chance?
then?

How do you do this?

Is he allowed to come onto your property

Is he allowed to destroy trees or buildings in order to put up a

drilling rig?

Is he allowed to pump out oil that may be partly under

your property but partly under your neighbor's property?
kinds of rights do you as landoxmer have?

What other

What other rights do you not

have even with a title to the land?"
Comment:

While this activity may be difficult to initiate, the

potential for attacking many intriguing problems certainly exist for an
inquisitive group.

The kinds of problems to be solved will carry students
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to a variety of community and federal resources by phone or personal
interview or by mail.

Children will naturally integrate such a study

with map use and develop a more three-dimensional view of the land.
Imagination, resource hunting, and critical thinking can all be given
a thorough xjorkout in this type of inquiry.
6.

Eave the children study maps, charts, and graphs in order

to decide how they can be designed to persuade, confuse, or fool people.
"Find a map that is confusing or unclear.

By comparing it to a

clear map, can you tell what makes the second map much better?"
"Have you ever been tricked by a map into thinking something was
true that really wasn’t?

How did the map or chart trick you?

Did the

designer intend to trick you?"
"Find a map that you think
where or do something.

is trying to persuade you to go some

Why do you think it is trying to persuade you?

Is it successful?"
Comment:

This activity may achieve only limited success unless

introduced very carefully.

The important teacher attitude is his desire

to be aware of the possibilities of analyzing maps that present a posi
tion or exhibit a bias.

He may then provide the impetus for a truly

interesting investigation into the human psychology of maps.
7.

Conduct with your children an in-depth study of your commu

nity or neighborhood.

Factors that might be considered are physical,

political, ethnic, religious, social, consumer, and economic.
"How long do families usually stay in your part of town?
is the longest any family has lived there?
old are the houses themselves?"

What is the average?

What
How
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"Would you say that the families in your school district are
young or old?
school?

How can you tell?

What effect does this have on your

Will your school enrollment be growing larger or smaller in

the next few years?"
"How will your voting precinct vote in the next election?
issues do the voters feel are most important?

What

How does this compare

with the national polls?"
"What services does your neighborhood seem to need?
More apartments?
A new school?

More or different stores?

What kinds?

More houses?

Better road3?

How do people feel about their neighborhood?

Do adults

think the same improvements are needed that children do?"
"How much garbage does each block in your area produce each week?
How much, then, is produced by the whole city?

How much space is needed

in the next 10 years to take care of the problem of garbage disposal?
Specifically, what are the habits of these consumers?

Do they use plas

tic waste bags, nonreturnable bottles, more than 10 gallons of water per
person per day, or more than one new car each three years?"
Comment:

Surveys can be a fascinating search into a fairly easily

available, relevant source of information.

As always, I encourage you not

to force children into such investigation but to be ever ready with sug
gestions and support for such inquiry.
Surveys are especially desirable in an inquiry-oriented curriculum
because of their interdisciplinary nature, their relevance, and their
open-endedness.

Children can develop thinking, speaking, listening,

writing, and reading skills, yet need not be greatly hampered when one
of these skills is much weaker than the others.
of reading.

This is especially true

Polls are flexible in that they can be random or complete,
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they can search out fact or opinion, they can be carried out by interview
or by questionnaire, via phone, mail, or personal visit.
the child and deal with real data.

They involve
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An Annotated List of Mapping Resources:
Books, and Materials

Agencies,

Agencies Which Might Have Free or
Inexpensive Map Resources
1.

Gas stations.

Maps are free at gas stations and will provide

you with a variety of local, state, and regional maps.

Children can be

encouraged to bring them to class to heighten involvement.
2.

The local Chamber of Commerce.

Your Chamber of Commerce has

city maps and local area information you might wish to use in conjunction
with map making or map study.
3.

Travel bureaus.

Materials are free.
Maps, pictures, and commentary on interest

ing places all over the world make local travel bureaus a good resource
to use.
4.

City and county offices.

Local governmental offices can be

helpful with community maps and other information.

Of most help might

be offices such as the city engineer department, county commissioner,
street department, park board, and building permits and inspections.
5.

The local weather bureau.

The day-old maps that the weather

bureau might provide you will help in unifying map study with weather
study.

Its emphasis on live data may greatly stimulate some special

interests in this area.
6.

Bell telephone.

The telephone book itself is a tremendously

important document concerning your local community.
map.

It includes a city

Also Bell's research and development work on the growth of the

community and region can provide helpful resources for your map work.
7.

Bookstores and libraries.

Resource books (see list below)

of course are available in either bookstores or libraries, but maps of

•
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various sorts are available too.

For instance, in a search through a

downtown bookstore, a college bookstore, a public library, a university
library, and a university geology library, I \<ra.s able to locate dittoed
naps, wall maps, historic early United States maps, geologic maps, topo
graphic maps, aerial photographs, raised relief maps, atlases of all
sorts, and informational (e.g., National Geographic) maps.

All these

resources were within a two-mile radius in a city of population 40,000.
Most material was available to be checked out or could be purchased
inexpensively.
8.

Local printers.

If you can determine who does the printing

for the city (maps and photography), you may have found a source for
classroom resources.

While this could be an expensive source of maps

and photographs, you might be able to borrow or use seconds of prints
or map runs.

Also the printer might be willing to explain to your class

the map-making process from the printer's point of view.
9.

Local construction firms.

Firms constructing homes or larger

buildings may furnish blueprints or other kinds of floor plans for class
room study.
10.

Insurance companies.

A number of insurance companies are

known to furnish United States road atlases.

These could be a useful

resource and it is free for the asking.
11.

Automobile clubs.

If you or your children's parents are mem

bers of the American Automobile Association, the American Motor Club, or
any other such clubs, you have a direct line to a good source of maps
and related travel information.
12.

Magazines.

A number of travel magazines may have useful

pictures, commentary, and maps appropriate for classroom use.
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National Geographic, in addition to maps, commentary, and pictures of
localities across the globe, includes seven times per year a wall map
of very high quality containing a great deal of interesting information.
Separate National Geographic maps are available at $1.00.
13.

Educational supply houses.

Aero Service Corporation (210

Courtland St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19120) and Hubbard (Box 105, North
brook, 111. 60062) both advertise catalogues of raised relief topo
graphic maps which they can provide for around $10.

American Map

Company (3 W. 6lst St., New York, N.Y. 10023) can furnish classroom
map supplies as well as can most other educational supply houses
which try to deal comprehensively with classroom needs.
14.

State departments of education.

Your state department of

education might be very useful if some state collection of maps or guide
to map activities is available.

Local school systems may have assembled

useful materials as well.
15.

The United States Department of the Interior— Geological

Survey (Distribution Section, Federal Center, Denver, Colo. 80225 if west
of the Mississippi River or Distribution Section, Distribution Center,
Washington, D.C. 20240 if east of the Mississippi River).

This agency

is able to provide state index maps (free) and topographic maps ($.75)
for most locations in the United States.

The scale of the 7.5’ quad

rangle maps is one inch equals .35 mile and one inch equals .70 mile for
the 15' quadrangle maps.
and 14 miles respectively.

Coverage, east to west is approximately seven
A free booklet about topographic map inter

pretation is included upon request.
16.

The Superintendent of Documents (Government Printing Office,

Washington, D.C. 20402).

This federal office can supply a great number
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of documents that could be of use in the field of mappingtwo especially.

I recommend

They are "Types of Maps Published by Government Agencies"

for $.15, stock number 2401-00258 and the price list for "Maps," #53 which
is free.

The first lists the large variety of maps that the various gov

ernmental agencies can provide and also lists complete addresses.

The

second is the current list of publications in the field available from
the Superintendent.

One can order from the Superintendent any document

listed in this 24 page booklet complete with the costs and stock numbers.
17.

United States Department of Agriculture (Western Aerial

Photography Laboratory, Compliance and Appeals Division, ASCS-USDA, 2505
Parley's Way, Salt Lake City, Utah 84109, and for states east of the Mis
sissippi, Eastern Aerial Photography Laboratory, Compliance and Appeals
Division, ASCS-USDA, 45 South French Broad Avenue, Asheville, N.C.
28801).

The USDA can supply, at an expense of $1.75 and up, aerial

photographs of any area of the country at a scale of one inch equals
330 feet to one inch equals 3334 feet, and in a size of 9.5 inches
square to 38 inches square.
18.

Other governmental agencies.

Agencies such as the Department

of Commerce (Washington, D.C. 20233), the Department of Interior (Washing
ton, D.C. 20240), the Department of Agriculture (Washington, D.C. 20250),
and the United States Army Corps of Engineers (Public Affairs Office,
Office of the Chief of Engineers, Washington, D.C. 20310) can provide
additional governmental documents and maps.

More specifically, you may

write to the Bureau of the Census or the National Weather Service (c/o
Commerce), the National Park Service or the Geological Survey (c/o
Interior), and the Forest Service or Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service (ASCS) (c/o Agriculture).
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Books and Materials
An annotated list of general inquiry readings and curricular
materials for teachers and students;
1.

Blosser, P. S. Ask the right questions. National Science Teachers
Association how to ♦ ■ ■ Instructional Aid, 1975, Stock No. 471-14698.
Order this pamphlet for $.50 from NSTA, 1742 Connecticut Avenue, NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20009. It is a good source for question types,
teaching tips, and self-evaluation. 8pp.

2.

Sanders, N. M. Classroom questions: What kinds? New York: Harper
and Row, 1966. A popular and readable paperback, this volume is well
worth adding to your library. It takes the Bloom taxonomy and pre
sents it in a most useful form for the daily considerations of
teachers. 176 pp.

3.

Silberman, M. L., Allender, J. S., & Yanoff, J. M. (Eds.) The psy
chology of open teaching and learning: An inquiry approach. Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1972. This book is a paperback text full
of excellent readings and activities for training teachers. The con
tent concerns the learning environment, cognitive functioning, and
the teaching process. 307 pp.

4.

Rowe, M. B. Teaching science as continuous inquiry. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1973. This textbook contains a very exciting
presentation of the scientific background and teaching technique.
593 pp.

5.

Kuslan, L. I., & Stone, A. H. Teaching children science: An inquiry
approach. Belmont, Cal.: Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1968.
A basic textbook for elementary science teachers, this book is useful
for its statement of history, philosophy, and practice of the inquiry
technique. 464 pp.

6.

Massialas, B. G., & Cox, C. B. Inquiry in social studies. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1966. A basic textbook in social studies
teaching, this volume presents a strong case for inquiry, or reflec
tive thinking, as a methodology. An extensive section on evaluation
is included. 353 pp.

7.

Bloom, B. S. (Ed.) Taxonomy of educational objectives. Handbook I.
Cognitive domain. New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1956. Avail
able in most libraries, this volume is the definitive work on levels
of questions. 207 p p .

8.

Wentworth, D. F., Couchman, J. K., MacBean, J. C., & Stecher, A.
Mapping small places. Minneapolis: Winston Press, 1972. This teach
er's guide to examining the environment is entirely organized around
making local maps of the school area. It is activity oriented and
very well illustrated. It is available from the publisher at 25
Groveland Terrace, Minneapolis, Minn. 55403 for $3.00. 106 pp.
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9.

Elementary Science Study. Teacher's guide for mapping (also Making;
maps and Mapping games). New York: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1971. The ESS Teacher's Guide to Mapping, Making Maps,
and Mapping Games compose a good activity and project-oriented map
ping experience. The complete kit is expensive but its potential
for inquiry may seem worth the price. 82, 24, and 40 pp.

10.

Epstein, S., 4 Epstein, B. The first book of maps. New York:
Franklin Watts, Inc., 1959. This volume is perhaps too simple for
intermediate students but its coverage is clear and complete. It
deals mainly with interpretation of maps. 63 pp.

11.

Tannenbaum, B., & Stillman, M. Understanding maps: Charting the
land, sea and sky. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1969. The
authors have written a very clear book describing the various kinds
of maps and how they are prepared. Topographic maps are included.
159 pp.

12.

Marsh, S. All about maps and mapmaking. New York: Random House,
1963. Susan Marsh writes a book for young people that clearly
describes mapmaking and map types that even includes topographic
and geologic maps. 143 pp.

13.

Comparative World Atlas. Maplewood, N.J.: Hammond Incorporated,
1975. Hammond has published this inexpensive yet very informative
paperback atlas for school use. It has a great potential for
investigative learning. 48 pp.

14.

Pictorial World Atlas. Eau Claire, Wise.: Rand McNally & Company,
1968. This atlas is a well prepared, clear volume which includes
a great variety of maps.
Included are statistical, physical, and
cultural maps in addition to the pages of world facts, pictures,
and commentary. 160 pp.

15.

Chapman, J. D., & Sherman, J. C. (Eds.) Oxford regional economic
atlas— United States and Canada. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967.
A large variety of map types— physical, transportation, population,
and products is to be found in this atlas. Gazetteer included.
128 pp.
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